













This Town Report is dedicated to George Twigg, IIL George has served the Town of
Gilmanton in many capacities for more than 30 years. In 1972 he was elected to the New
Hampshire House of Representatives for the Towns of Alton, Bamstead and Gilmanton. For the
ensuing eight years he served as New Hampshire Commissioner of Eminent Domain.
George brought his experience and expertise as Chairman of New Hampshire Board of
Tax and Land Appeals to the Gilmanton Planning Board where he also served as Chairman
during a 14-year tenure. His love of the woods and interest in preserving the environment lead to
a term on the Gilmanton Conservation Commission. As a former Chairman of the Gilmanton
School Board he is particularly proud to have signed the Middle-High School Area Agreement
with the Town of Gilford in 1974.
As a New Hampshire licensed auctioneer, George has been a volunteer for NH Public
Television Channel 1 1 for more than 30 years, and has called the bidding locally for the Town's
tax lien and surplus land auctions, school and fire department fundraisers, and his favorite for
five years, the annual Cub Scout (Halloween) Cake Auction.
During 43 years of officiating high school and NCAA College basketball, he found time
to coach Gilmanton Elementary School basketball and Little League baseball. He was also a
member of the Daniel Webster Hidden Valley Boy Scout Council and is a 30-year volunteer for
Camp Fatima's Exceptional Children's Week.
In addition, George has served as Gilmanton Incorporator for the Belknap County
Economic Development Council, Commissioner for the Lakes Region Planning Commission,
Lakes Region Mental Health Foundation Board of Trustees, and as the UNH-Belknap County
Cooperative Extension Advisory Council Chairman.
George's most recent and challenging role is Chairman of the Gilmanton Public Safety
Facility Research Committee.
George has gone above and beyond the call of duty in his volunteer efforts, and the Town
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Independent Auditor's Report on Financial Presentation
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire
Gilmanton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of
Gilmanton, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2000. These general-
purpose financial statements are the responsibility of management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general-purpose financial statements are fi-ee of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general-purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general-
purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed
assets account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New
Hampshire, the Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire has not maintained historical cost records
of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group
is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omissions described m the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial posifion of the Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire, as of
December 31, 2000, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable
trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial
statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements and
schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are
not required part of the general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Gilmanton, New
Hampshire. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit
of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material
respects in relation to the general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.





Independent Auditor's Communication of
Reportable Conditions and Other Matters
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Gihnanton, New Hampshire
Gilmanton, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Gilmanton, New Hampshire for the
year ended December 31, 2000, we considered the Town's internal control structure in order to
determine the scope of our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the
financial statements. Our review of these systems was not intended to provide assurance on the
internal control structvire and should not be relied on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant
deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control structure that, in our judgement,
could adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data
consistent with the assertions of management in the financial statements. A material weakness is
a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities, in
amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements being audited, may occur
and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions. Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily
disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might constitute reportable conditions
and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered
to be material weaknesses as defined above.
We are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of internal controls, no
material weaknesses in the Town's accounting systems and records were identified. Minor
weaknesses or other considerations coming to our attention were generally procedural in natiire
and dealt with administrative or record keeping practices. In these instances, we made specific
recommendations or provided instruction to those individuals involved during the course of our
audit fieldwork. Areas of opportunity for further consideration include:
Reconciliation of general ledger accounts and general accounting matters - Staff
training for less reliance on external accounting expertise
Preparation for implementation ofGASB 34.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others
within the administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report,
which is a matter of public record.
Paul J. Mercier, Jr., CPA
The Mercier Group
March 14, 2001
MINUTES OF THE TOWN MEETING
TOWN OF GILMANTON
MARCH 13, 2001 - MARCH 17, 2001
The meeting was called to order at 10:00 a.m. Town Moderator George B. Roberts, Jr. asked Mr.
Kingsbury Sr. to lead the body in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Results of Town and School balloting were read and the Moderator announced that the Town has
unofficially, as of this date, received a (verbal) request for a recount of ballot Article #5. Newly
elected officials who were present were asked to step forward to take the Oath of Office by Moderator
George B.Roberts Jr.
Victoria CarroU-Parkhill was given the floor to introduce a dog, Skamper, which is available for
adoption. She and her husband, Felix Barlik, are the Town Animal Control Officers and remind
residents that we have dogs dropped illegally in our town for which we are responsible. If she fails to
find someone interested in adopting a stray dog, it goes to the Concord ASPCA for placement, at a fee
of $25 to the Town.
ARTICLE#7: To see what sum of money the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of Town Government and for payment of the statutory obligations of the Town for the 2001
fiscal year, as stated below, exclusive of all other warrant articles. (Recommended by the Selectmen
$1,967,071 .22) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $1,920,126.22) (Majority vote required).
Article #7, Stan Bean moved to adopt the Budget Committee's recommendation of $1,920,126.22,




Police Dept. 263,259.00 262,559.00
FireDept. 227,722.00 210,952.00
Highway Dept. 628,737.22 628,586.22
SoUd Waste 183,100.00 167,602.00
Building/Code Dept 25,214.00 24,714.00
TOTALS 1,967,071.22 1,920,126.22
AMENDMENT A: Phylis Buchanan moved to amend this article to increase the budget by $21,638.
No second.
AMENDMENT B: George B.Roberts, Jr. moved (having passed the chair to Eric Muzzey) to amend
this article to increase function 41942 of the Selectmen's Budget by $17, 500 to replace the flooring of
the Academy Building, second floor. Seconded by Stan Bean.
AMENDMENT B ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
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Eric Muzzey moved that the body consider Article #7 by department, adopting a budget for each
department, and then voting on the amended total for Article #7. Seconded by Carl Moorehead.
Moderator George B. Roberts, Jr. said that this motion should more correctly be considered a
suggestion. The Moderator ruled that he would adopt the suggestion.
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt the Selectmen's Budget as recommended by the Budget Committee, and
as amended by Amendment B, for a total amount of $643,213. Seconded by Stan Bean.
ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt the Police Department Budget as recommended by the Budget
Committee for $262,559. Seconded by Stan Bean.
ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt the Fire Department Budget as recommended by the Budget Committee
for $210,952. Seconded by Stan Bean.
AMENDMEIVT C: Joe Hempel moved to increase the Fire Department's Budget as recommended
by the Budget Committee by $29,770 to a total of $240,722, (reflecting the Selectmen's
recommendations and an increase of $3,000 to weekend summer pay and an increase of $10,000 to
fire vehicle maintenance). Seconded by Dan Cloutier.
AMENDMENT D: Tern Donovan moved to separate the items on Amendment C for consideration
of each. Seconded by Victoria Carroll-Parkhill.
AMENDMENT E: Steve Goddard moved to change Amendment C to a total of $223,952 (Budget
Committee's recommendation plus the $13,000 ofAmendment C). Seconded by Eric Muzzey.
After Amendment E was moved and seconded, Mrs. Donovan withdrew her Amendment (D).
AMENDMENT D WITHDRAWN BY TERRI DONOVAN
The Moderator called for a voice vote ofAmendment E for which the results could not be determined;
the Moderator then asked for a hand count ofAmendment E.
AMENDMENT E DEFEATED BY HAND VOTE: YES: 34 pSO: 9^
With Amendment E defeated, the Moderator asked for a voice vote on Amendment C as moved by
Joe Hempel.
AMENDMENT C ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
The Moderator called for a voice vote to adopt the Fire Department's Budget as amended by
Amendment C for a total of $240,722.
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ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt the Budget Committee recommendation of $628,586.22 for the
Highway Department . Seconded by Stan Bean.
AMENDMENT F: Robert Potter, Jr. moved to amend the Highway Department Budget function
43 125 Winter Maint-Snow & Ice to $206,850, an increase of $60,000 which breaks down as follows:
Function 01 -43 125-440-00 Truck Rental - Ice & Snow from $42,000 to $77,000 (+$35,000);
Function 01-43125-616-00 Salt - Snow & Ice Control Hwy from $18,000 to $23,000 (+$5,000);
Function 01-43125-690-30 Sand & Gravel - Ice & Snow from $30,000 to $50,000 (+$20,000).
Seconded by Phylis Buchanan.
AMENDMENT F ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
The Moderator called for a voice vote to adopt the Highway Department's Budget as amended by
Amendment F for a total of $688,586.22.
ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt the Budget Committee recommendation for SoUd Waste . Seconded by
Stan Bean.
ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt the Building/Code Budget as recommended by the Budget Committee.
Seconded by Stan Bean.
ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
The Moderator recessed the meeting at 1 2: 1 5 p.m. ; meeting reconvened at 12 :50 p.m.
ARTICLE #8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Nine
Thousand Dollars ($29,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing a new 4 wheel drive Pohce Cruiser.
(Recommended by the Selectmen $29,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $29,000.00)
(Majority vote required).
Stan Bean moved to adopt Article #8. Seconded by Eric Muzzey.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
Stephen Bedard reminded the Moderator that Article #7 had not yet been put to a vote. Moderator
George B. Roberts, Jr. stated that Article #7 had been adopted on a department-by-department basis
and he was waiting for the final number for Article #7 to be recalculated. The final number for Article
#7, recalculated, would be put to a vote after we were through voting on the remaining articles.
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ARTICLE #9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($50,000.00) to be placed in the Landfill Closure Capital Reserve Fund created for that
purpose in 1998. (Recommended by the Selectmen $50,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee $50,000.00) (Majority vote required).
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt Article #9. Seconded by Stan Bean.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE#10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) for the cost of providing power to or at the New Transfer Facility and
for any cost overruns that may occur during the process of the landfill closure and construction.
(Recommended by the Selectmen $25,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $25,000.00)
(Majority vote required)
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt Article #10, seconded by Stan Bean.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) to be deposited in the Capital Reserve - Bridges Fund established in 1995 for that
purpose. (Recommended by the Selectmen $5,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$5,000.00) (Majority vote required).
Eric Muzzey moved to adopt Article #11, seconded by Stan Bean.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand
Dollars ($12,000.00) to be deposited in the following existing Capital Reserve Funds as Usted below;
Cap Res Refiirbish 9M4/ Engine 4 $ 3,000.00
Cap Res. Replace 9M7 Forestry Vehicle 9,000.00
Total $12,000.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $12,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $12,000.00)
(Majority vote required).
Stan Bean moved to adopt Article #12, seconded by Eric Muzzey.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000.00) to be deposited in tiie following existing Non-Capital Reserve Accounts;
Non-Cap Res. Office Equip. $ 1 ,000.00
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Non-Cap Res. Insurance Deductible 2,000.00
Non-Cap Res. Employee Severance Pay 2,000.00
Non-Cap Res. Court Cases 15.000.00
TOTAL $20,000.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $20,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $20,000.00)
(Majority vote required).
Stan Bean moved to adopt Article #13, seconded by Eric Muzzey.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty One Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($51,500.00) to be placed in the following existing Capital Reserve Funds
established for that purpose.
Road Grader Cap Res. Fund $49,000.00
Highway Sander Cap Res. Fund 2.500.00
Total $51,500.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $51,500.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $51,500.00)
(Majority vote required).
Stan Bean moved to adopt Article #14, seconded by Eric Muzzey.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE#15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500.00) to establish a new Capital Reserve Fund for Replacement of 9A1.
This is the ambulance located in the comers. (Recommended by the Selectmen $7,500.00)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee $7,500.00) (Majority vote required).
Stan Bean moved to adopt Article #15, seconded by Mark Sawyer.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($5,500.00) to establish the following new Non-Capital Reserve accounts.
Non - Cap Res. for Hydrants $2,500.00
Non - Cap Res for Tools & Equipment 3,000.00
Total $5,500.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $5,500.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $5,500.00)
(Majority vote required).
Stan Bean moved to adopt Article #16, seconded by Eric Muzzey.
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ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in a new Capital Reserve Fund to be estabhshed for the purpose of
replacing the Iron Works Town Hall Roof (Recommended by the Selectmen $5,000.00)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee $5,000.00) (Majority Vote required).
Lydia Perry moved to adopt Article #17, seconded by Ann Kirby.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.00) to be placed in a new Capital Reserve Fund to be established for the purpose of
replacing the roof of the Academy Building. (Recommended by the Selectmen $6,000.00)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee $10,000.00) (Majority vote required).
Stan Bean moved to adopt Article #18, seconded by Mark Sawyer.
AMENDMENT A: Steve Goddard moved to increase the appropriation to $20,000 ($10,000
increase to Budget Committee's recommendation). Seconded by Phylis Buchanan.
AMENDMENT ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE ADOPTED AS AMENDED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) to be deposited in a new Welfare Non-Capital Reserve Fund estabhshed for that
purpose. (Recommended by the Selectmen $5,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$5,000.00) (Majority vote required).
Lydia Perry moved to adopt Article #19. Seconded by Harold McArdle.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Four Thousand
Twenty Five Dollars ($4,025.00) for the purpose of purchasing a Computer, Administrative Software
and Furniture for the Fire Department. The Fire Dept. has received approval on a Two Thousand
Forty Eight Dollar ($2,048.00) grant from the Office of Emergency Management, which sum will be
applied to the appropriation. (Recommended by the Selectmen $4,025.00)(Recommended by the
Budget Committee $4,025.00)(Majority vote required).
Nate Abbott moved to adopt Article #20. Seconded by Lorraine McArdle.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand
Dollars ($2,000.00) for Highway Safety Grant for the purchase of radar equipment. This radar will be
reimbursed at 50% from the State. The fiinds will not be expended unless the grant is approved.
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(Recommended by Selectmen $2,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $2,000.00)
(Majority vote required).
Frank Bosiak moved to adopt Article #21 . Seconded by Mark Sawyer.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand
Dollars ($3,000.00) for Highway Safety Grants as listed below. These grants are for salaries for the
following details and will be reimbursed at 100% form the state. These funds will not be expended
unless the grants are received. (Recommended by the Selectmen $3,000.00) (Recommended by the
Budget Committee $3,000.00) (Majority vote required).
Speed Detail $1,500.00 $1,500.00
DWI 1,500.00 1,500.00
TOTALS: $3,000.00 $3,000.00
Frank Bosiak moved to adopt Article #22. Seconded by Lorraine McArdle.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #23: To see if the Town will vote to withdraw the funds from the Assessment Update
Capital Reserve Fund in the amount of Forty Eight Thousand Dollars ($48,000.00) plus any
accumulated interest and add such funds to the Town general fund. This will dissolve this Capital
Reserve Fund. (Recommended by the Selectmen $48,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee $48,000.00) (Majority vote required).
Steve Goddard moved to adopt Article #23. Seconded by Eric Mu2zey.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Thousands Dollars ($100,000.00) to be placed m a new Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund. These
funds will be withdrawn from the Town undesignated fiind balance. (Recommended by the
Selectmen $100,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $100,000.00) (Majority vote required).
Mark Sawyer moved to adopt Article #24. Seconded by Steve Goddard.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #25: To see if the Town will vote to withdraw the funds from the Capital Reserve Fund to
Refurbish Rescue Ambulance 9X1 in the amount of Seventeen Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars
($17,800) plus any accumulated interest and add such funds to the Town general fund. This will
dissolve this Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommended by the Selectmen $17,800.00) (Recommended by
the Budget Committee $17,800.00) (Majority Vote required).
Mark Sawyer moved to adopt Article #25. Seconded by Carolyn Baldwin.
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ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thirty
Nine Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars ($139,900.00) for the purpose of replacing the Ambulance
(9X1) in the Iron Works. These funds will be withdrawn from the undesignated firnd balance.
(Recommended by the Selectmen $139,900.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$139,900.00) (Majority vote required).
Stan Bean moved to adopt Article #26. Seconded by Brett Currier.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thirty
Thousand Dollars ($130,000.00) for the purpose of replacing Highway Loader FRU. And to
ftirthermore authorize the Selectmen to withdraw Eighty Thousand Dollars ($80,000.00) plus any
accumulated interest from the Capital Reserve Fund established for that purpose in 1998. The balance
of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) to be raised by taxation. (Recommended by the Selectmen
$130,000.00) (Not recommended by the Budget Committee) (Majority vote required).
Robert Potter, Jr. moved to adopt Article #27. Seconded by Nate Abbott.
AMENDMENT A: Rhonda Roy moved to withdraw the additional $50,000 from the Undesignated
Fund Balance instead of raising it by taxation. Seconded by Lydia Perry.
AMENDMENT A DEFEATED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Thirty Five
Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing new Radios and Pagers for the Fire
Dept. as required to upgrade to Hi-Band Frequency Radios and Pagers to be compatible wdth the
Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Dispatch by the end of 2001 and to furthermore authorize the
Selectmen to withdraw Eleven Thousand Dollars ($1 1,000.00) and any accumulated interest from the
Capital Reserve Fund for Radio/Pagers established in 1999. The remainder of fiinds will be
withdrawn from the undesignated frmd balance of the Town. (Recommended by the Selectmen
$35,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $35,000.00) (Majority vote required).
Nate Abbott moved to adopt Article #28. Seconded by Mark Sawyer.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Five Thousand
Dollars ($55,000.00) for the purpose of replacing the Highway One Ton Dump Truck and to
ftirthermore authorize the Selectmen to withdraw the sum of Twenty Six Thousand Dollars
($26,000.00) plus any accumulated interest form the Capital Reserve Fund established for that
purpose in 1998. The Balance of Twenty Nine Thousand Dollars ($29,000.00) will be withdrawn
from the undesignated fund balance. (Recommended by the Selectmen $55,000.00) (Recommended
by the Budget Committee $55,000.00) (Majority vote required).
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Lydia Perry moved to adopt Article #29. Seconded by Linda Bolton.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #30: To see if the Town will vote to deposit the first five thousand dollars ($5,000.00)
plus 10% of any amount thereafter (currently this amount is $2,000.00 plus 10% of any amount
thereafter) of the annual revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (the land use change tax provision
of the Current Use Assessment statute) in the Town's Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA 36-
A: 5 III (conservation commission statute) as authorized by RSA 79-A: 25 II for the purpose of
evaluating, acquiring and/or managing conservation land, conservation easements, or trail easements.
This article only changes the amount of monies to be deposited in this fund that was originally
adopted in 1996. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee) (Recommended by the Selectmen
$5,000.00, plus 10% of any amount thereafter) (Majority vote required).
Nate Abbott moved to adopt Article #30. Seconded by Mark Sisti.
AMENDMENT A: Brett Currier moved to appropriate $10,000 for these purposes this year, rather
than by the formula presented above. Seconded by Mark Sawyer.
AMENDMENT A WTTHDRAWN BY BRETT CURRIER
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #31: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation Corrunission to retain any
unexpended portion of its 2001 appropriation, said fionds to be deposited in a conservation fiind as
authorized by RSA 36-A: 5,1." (Not recommended by the Budget Committee) (Recommended by the
Selectmen) (Majority vote required).
Lydia Perry moved to adopt Article #31. Seconded by Nate Abbott.
ARTICLE ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #32: To instruct the Selectmen to raise and appropriate the firnds of $3,000.00 (one time
only) for the purpose of a town wide newsletter. By Petition. (Not recommended by the Selectmen)
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee) (Majority vote reqmred).
Ann Kirby moved to adopt Article #32. Seconded by Stephanie McQuade.
AMENDMENT A: Ann Kirby moved to decrease the appropriation to $1,500 (decrease of $1,500).
Seconded by Stephanie McQuade.
AMENDMENT A ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE ADOPTED AS AMENDED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #33: We, the taxpayers of Sawyer Lake, Gilmanton, New Hampshire, do hereby petition
the Town of Giknanton to pave Wood Drive, located in the Sawyer Lake Village District. (By
Petition)
Lydia Perry moved to adopt Article #33. No second.
Moderator George Roberts moved by to table this article. Seconded by Mark Sawyer.
ARTICLE TABLED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #34: To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Board of Selectmen to rename
"Justamere Lane" to "Smith Lane" as indicated: That the section of the currently named "Justamere
Lane" which runs from Glen Echo Road in a north-northwesterly direction, approximately fifteen
hundred (1500) feet to its final dead-end, shall be renamed "Smith Lane"; and further, to instruct the
Town to renumber, as necessary, any properties located thereon. (By Petition)
Rebecca Penney moved to adopt Article #34. Seconded by Jane Benson.
ARTICLE DEFEATED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #35: To see if the Town of Gilmanton will vote to instruct the Board of Selectmen to sell
by Quitclaim Deed Tax Map 46, Lot 46, Shellcamp Lake, Valley Shore Drive to Diane M. Nyren,
owner of Tax Map 46 Lot 45, for the sum of $1,000.00 on such terms as the Selectmen deem just.
(By Petition)
Tom O'Flaherty moved to adopt Article #35. Seconded by Lydia Perry.
AMENDMENT A: Audrey Woodard moved to amend the article to delete the words "to sell by
Quitclaim Deed .. .for the sum of $1,000.00" and to add the words "to be sold by sealed bid or auction
as authorized by the Board of Selectman." Seconded by Wendy Parent.
The Moderator called for a voice vote ofAmendment A for which the results could not be
determined; the Moderator then asked for a hand count ofAmendment A.
AMENDMENT A ADOPTED BY HAND COUNT: |YES: 4^ NO: 33
ARTICLE ADOPTED AS AMENDED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #36: To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Board of Selectmen to sell by Quitclaim
Deed Tax Map 47, Lot 5, 37W Lakeshore Drive, Gihnanton, New Hampshire, to Nicholas E. Farone
and Roseanna Farone, for the sum of $600.00 which includes legal and deed recording fees, on such
terms as the Selectmen deem just. (By Petition)
Lydia Perry moved to adopt Article #36. Seconded by Tom O'Flaherty.
AMENDMENT A: Audrey Woodard moved to amend the article to delete the words "to sell by
Quitclaim Deed ... for the sum of $600.00" and to add the words "to be sold by sealed bid or auction
as authorized by the Board of Selectman." Seconded by Wendy Parent.
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AMENDMENT A ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE ADOPTED AS AMENDED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #37: To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Board of Selectmen to sell by Quitclaim
Deed Tax Map 14, Lot 04-25, on Hemlock Drive, to Gordon J Mobbs for the sum of $500.00 on such
terms as the Selectmen deem just. (By Petition)
Lydia Perry moved to adopt Article #37. Seconded by Lisa Mobbs.
AME>fDMENT A: Audrey Woodard moved to delete the words "to sell by Quitclaim Deed. . .for the
sum of $500.00" and to add the words "to be sold by sealed bid or auction as authorized by the Board
of Selectman." Seconded by Wendy Parent.
AMENDMENT A ADOPTED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE ADOPTED AS AMENDED BY VOICE VOTE
ARTICLE #38 (NUMBERING ERROR - THERE WAS NO ARTICLE #38)
ARTICLE #39: To hear the reports of any Committees chosen and pass any votes relative thereto.
There were no reports offered.
The Moderator then asked for a voice vote on Article #7 as amended to the total amount of
$2,027396.22.
ARTICLE #7 ADOPTED AS AMENDED TO $2,027396.22 BY VOICE VOTE
No fiirther votes were taken.
Stan Bean thanked the Budget Committee members for their dedication and long hours ofwork.
George B. Roberts, Jr. moved to adjourn. Seconded by Stan Bean.
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THREE YEARS VOTE FOR ONE:
H.L. "PETE" OSLER 505
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
THREE YEARS VOTE FOR ONE:
ALICE M. BEAN
SELECTMAN
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BRETT A. CURRIER 181
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THREE YEARS VOTE FOR TWO:
HAMMOND F. BROWN 391
GARRET W. GRAASKAMP 27
1
CINDY L. HOUGHTON 341
SCHOOL MODERATOR
ONE YEAR VOTE FOR ONE:
GEORGE B. ROBERTS, JR. 484
SCHOOL TREASURER
ONE YEAR VOTE FOR ONE:
GARY G. SPARTOS
SCHOOL CLERK
ONE YEAR VOTE FOR ONE:
SANDY L. JAKUBENS
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ARTICLE 2 Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment #1 to Zoning
Ordinance Article FV - Zoning District






ARTICLE 3 Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment #2 to Zoning
Ordinance Article V - Open Space






ARTICLE 4 Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment #3 to Zoning
Ordinance Article VI.D. - Storage and Use
of Trailer Coaches, and Article XIII -






ARTICLE 5 Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment #4 to Zoning
Ordinance Article Vn - Non-Conforming






ARTICLE 6 Are you in fevor of the
adoption of Amendment #5 to the Zoning











RESULTS OF BALLOTING 3/13/01
TOTAL BALLOTS CAST: 636
ARTICLE 5 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 to Zoning Ordinance Article VII -
Uses, Lots & Structures, as proposed by the Piaiming Board?
Non-Conforming
To amend the Article to allow the expansion, relocation or total rebuild of any existing non-conforming structure on a
non-conforming lot by Special Exception rather than by Variance under certain conditions by strict guidelines; and to
make the Article more understandable by addressing non-conforming uses, lots and structures separately. (The





RESULTS OF BALLOTING RECOUNT 3/29/01
ARTICLE 5 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 to Zoning Ordinance Article VII - Non-Conforming
Uses, Lots & Structures, as proposed by the Piaiming Board?
To amend the Article to allow the expansion, relocation or total rebuild of any existing non-conforming structure on a
non-conforming lot by Special Exception rather than by Variance under certain conditions by strict guidelines; and to
make the Article more understandable by addressing non-conforming uses, lots and structures separately. (The
Planning Board RECOMMENDS the adoption of this amendment)
YES: 290 - BALLOT REG
19 -ABSENTEE
7 - IVIARK OTHER THAN ARROW
316
NO: 270 - BALLOT REG
8 - ABSENTEE







1 (INTENT NOT READ)
1 BLANK ABSENTEE
636 BALLOTS
*A TOTAL OF FOUR BALLOTS WERE
MARKED IN SUCH A WAY THE
MODERATOR HAD TO READ THE INTENT.
THREE BALLOTS INDICATED "NO" AND
ONE BALLOT INTENT COULD NOT BE
READ.
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L 95Z Ash Ave
L 7Y Willow Ave
L 28X Fir Ave
L 69D Spruce Ave
L 79X Spruce Ave
L lOOX Locust Ave
L 1 12X & 1 13X Applewood Ave
L 152X Berry Ave
LB 3 1 Chestnut Ave
L 166X Berry Ave
L 163X Berry Ave
L 173X& 174X Plum Ave
L 171X Plum Ave
L 189B& 189C Plum Ave
L 7B Birch Ave
L 6B Birch Ave
L 53C Mallard Ave
L 5J «& 6J Dock Rd
L 3K & 4K Sapwood Ave
L 7L & 8L Sapwood Ave
L 5L & 6L Sapwood Ave
L 2N Bark Ave
L 6V Brook Ave
L 11V& 12V Brook Ave
L 203X Peach Ave
L 193X& 194X Peach Ave
L 52S Hemlock Dr
L 45S Hemlock Dr/34T Fox Dr
L 20 & 21F Fox Dr/14V & 15V Deer Dr
L 21V Deer Dr
L 234X Grape Ave
L 232X Orange Ave
L 21 IX &212X Orange Ave
L 70S Hemlock Dr
L 69S Hemlock Dr
Acreage Assessment
.10
Map Lot Sublot Description
Sawyer Lake Continued:







































L 52T-54T Fox Dr
L 59T Fox Dr
L60L&61LDeerDr
L 54L Deer Dr
L51L&52LDeerDr
L 48L Deer Dr
L 29V Deer Dr
L37WLakeshoreDr
L 8 Pocumtuck Way
L 3 Pocumtuck Way
L 7 Penacook Ln
L 14, 16, 18MontaukWay
L 4 Montauk Way
L 1 Mohegan Tr
L 1 7 Mohegan Tr /Conservation Land
L Malecite Ln
LB 27 Canoe Ln
L Musket Tr
L Musket TrAVarbonnet Ln
L 21 Warbonnet Ln
L 22 Warbonnet Ln
L 20&23 Warbonnet/19«fe21 Buck/Conservation
L 20 Buck Ln
L 7 Tamarack Tr/Conservation Land
L 9 Tamarack Tr
L 1 1 Tamarack Tr/Conservation Land
L 1 3 & 1 5 Tamarack Tr
L 3 Leatherstocking Ln
L 7 Leatherstocking Ln
L 2W Leatherstocking Ln
LB 85 Lakeshore Dr
L 26S Tamarack Tr
L 9 Arrowhead Ln/Conservation Land
L 16A& 1 6B Arrowhead Ln/Conservation Land
.18
Map Lot Sublot Description
Sheilcamp Continued:
0048 0109 0000 L 5 & 7 Flintlock Cir/Conservation Land
L 12 Flintlock & 7, 9 & 1 1 Bullhorn Dr
L 6&8 Flintlock Cir/5 Bullhorn/Conservation
L21 Bullhorn Dr
L 23 Flintlock Cir/Conservation Land
L 29 Flintlock Cir




























L A98-A100 Intervale Dr
L A44 Intervale Dr/Conservation Land
L A5 1 Butternut Ln/Conservation Land
L A55 & A56 Butternut/A26 Cedar/Conservation
L A57 & A58 Butternut Ln/Conservation Land
L Cedar Dr/Conservation or Recreational Land
L A30 Cedar Dr/Conservation Land
L A69 Butternut Ln/Conservation Land
L A72 Butternut Ln/Conservation Land
L A78 & A79 Winter St/Conservation Land
L A80&A81 Winter/A97 Summer/Conservation
L A7 & A8 Cedar/Rec lot Winter/Conservation
L A13 & A14 Cedar Dr/Conservation Land
L A17 Cedar Dr/Conservation Land
L 103W- 106W Valley Shore Dr/Conservation
L 102W Valley Shore Dr
L lOlW Valley Shore Dr/Conservation Land
L 93W Valley Shore Dr/Conservation Land
L 50, 85 S & 86S Valley Shore Dr/Conservation
L 53-55,95 & 96S Valley Shore Dr/Conservation
Town Owned & Utilized Parcels:
0013 0015 0000 L Sargent Rd/Town Forest
0015 0002 0000 L Gale Rd /Town Forest
0024 0003 0000 LB 284 Province Rd/Transfer Station
0026 001 1 0000 LB 503 & 509 Province Rd/Academy & Library
0026 0047 0000 LB 13 Currier Hill Rd/Highway Shed
0027 0049 0000 L Off Howard Rd/ Conservation Land
0027 0053 0000 L Off Howard Rd/ "Betty" Smithers Town Forest
0029 0001 0000 L NHRt 140 & Middle Rt/Conservation Land
0033 0019 0000 LB 186 Crystal Lake Rd/Crystal Lake Park
0038 0001 0000 L Crystal Lk Rd/Beach & Recreation Land
.31
Map Lot Sublot Description
Town Owned & Utilized Parcels Continued:
0043 0025 0000 L 1 82 Aliens Mill Rd/Recreation Land
L Off Stage Rd/Conservation/Recreation Land
LB 770 Stage Rd/Highway Garage
LB 1 800 NH Rt 140/Old Town HaU
L Off Elm St/Conservation/Recreation Land
L Stage Rd/Conservation/Recreation Land
LB Church St/ Highway Dept
L Loon Pond/Boat Ramp
L Off Oilman & Potter Rd/Town Forest
L Backland Ayers Brook/Town Forest
L Off Oilman Rd/Town Forest
L Oilman Rd/Town Forest
LB 12 Sanborn Hill Rd/Kelley's Schoolhouse
L Sanborn Hill Rd/Town Forest
L Pine Hill Rd/Town Forest


























Guinea Ridge Rd Cemetery
L Adjacent to Friends Cemetery/NH Rt 140
Friends Cemetery/NH Rt 140
Copp Cemetery/Province Rd
Crystal Lake Rd Cemetery
Hillside Cemetery/Edgerly Rd
Other Town Owned Parcels:
0004 0011 0200 L Durrell Mountain Rd
0008 0004 0000 L Off Province Rd
0013 0023 0700 L 3 & 1 1 Sawtooth Rd
0015 0009 0700 L Places Mill Rd
0015 0009 0800 L Off Guinea Ridge Rd
0022 0015 0000 L Canaan Rd
0023 0004 0000 LOffFoxDr
0025 0008 0000 L Off Province Rd
0029 0028 0000 L Middle Rt
0032 0078 0000 L Pine Circle
0035 0004 0000 LNHRtHO
0035 0019 0000 LNHRtHO
0035 0027 0000 LNHRtHO
48.00
Map Lot Sublot Description
Other Town Owned Parcels Continued:
0039 0021 0000 L Mountain Rd
0040 0031 0000 LNHRtl06
0043 0131 0000 L Off Meadow Pond Rd
0046 0072 0000 L Meadow Pond Rd
0056 0029 0000 L Loon Pond Rd
0060 0065 0000 L Geddes Rd
0063 0009 0000 L Griffin Rd
0063 0074 0000 L Pancake Hill Rd
0070 0006 0000 L Part of Jail Pasture
0070 0008 0000 L Province Rd
0070 0040 0000 L South Rd
0070 0040 0001 L South Rd/NHRt 106
0070 0044 0000 L Meadow Pond Rd
0070 0050 0000 L Burke Rd
0070 0053 0000 L Elm St
0070 0056 3500 L Loon Pond Rd
School District Parcels:
0050 0106 0000 LB 1386 NHRt 140/Elementary School
0051 0019 0000 L White Oak Rd/Suncook River
Acreage Assessment
7.91
PROPERTY VALUATION FOR THE TOWN OF GILMANTON
Total Taxable Valuation
Land, Buildings, Mobile Homes & Trailers









Cash on Hand January 1, 2001 $ 126,098.21
Receipts 7,357,688.42
Disbursements -7,295,008.92
Cash on Hand December 31, 2001 $ 188,777.71
Respectfully submitted,
Harold O. McArdle, Treasurer
PHASE II TOWN BUTLDINGS FUND
Phase II Town Buildings Fund
Account Balance -January 1,2001 $ 3,629.07
Contributions 528.50
Interest -Bank ofNew Hampshire 60.97
$ 4,218.54
Expenditures (118.00)
Account Balance -December 31, 2001 $ 4,100.54
Respectfully submitted,
Sandra Jakubens, Deputy Treasurer
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REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION FUND








Appraisal - Skantze 4,617.00
Purchase of Conservation easement - Skantze 36,892.34
Society of the Protection ofNH Forests 13,409.60
Wire Fee 16.00
Total $ 55,270.94




REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
The Town Clerk's job function includes a vast number of responsibilities. Our busiest function is
that of registering and titling motor vehicles. In addition, we are responsible for the recording and
preparation of data and documentation for marriage licenses; vital statistics; dog licenses; town records;
voter registration applications and information; elections; pole permits; Articles of Agreement (filings for
non-profit); oaths of office; Sheriffs writs; UCC's; IRS and other lien attachments; and dredge and fill
applications. This office also offers the services of a Notary Public and Justice of the Peace.
It has been another busy and eventful year. The entire nation will never forget the tragedy of
September 1 1 . I was on my way to the annual Joint Town Clerk & Tax Collectors Conference when the
events of that morning were being announced. Our thoughts and prayers will forever be with the families
who suffered losses as a result of those events. We are so grateful to all the rescue workers, volunteers
and our military for the tragic task before them. Reflection as a nation brought us together as one without
hesitation. Individually, our priorities and morals were put to the test, and each of us has come out
stronger for it. God Bless America!
Economically the stock market dropped due to the crisis of 9/1 land prompted auto dealers to
offer zero financing. Many took advantage of the deals and we realized an increase (approxunately 1 50
new vehicles!!) of our motor vehicle registrations over the recent fall/winter months. Automobile
registrations increased by approximately $46,000. Our dog license late fees increased by $1,072... Please
remember that you must have your dog(s) registered by April 30*. Fines start accruing June T*. Place a
picture of your beloved dog on your calendar in the month of April as a reminder!
As always, we look forward to serving you in 2002 and wish you all a happy and healthy year.
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER
JAN 1,2001 -DEC 31, 2001
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR
In addition to serving the Town of Gilmanton as Town Clerk and Deputy Town Clerk, it
is also my pleasure, and Betty Ann's, to serve as Tax Collector and Deputy respectively. The
office of the Tax Collector has a complex and detailed job. Knowledge of accounting and various
relevant State laws is knportant in running this office efficiently.
The office of the Tax Collector is responsible for collecting revenue for property, yield
tax (timber), excavation activity and gravel taxes, and current use penalties. Records for the
collection of taxes are kept in a format which is set by the Department of Revenue and remitted
to the Town Treasurer on a weekly basis for all taxes due and all revenues collected, abated, and
refimded. We also report uncollected taxes, and manage the process of liening and deeding
properties to the Town. Other duties include responding to inquiries from banks, mortgage
companies, attorney's offices and the general public. We strive to provide all these services in an
efficient, courteous manner.
Workshops and annual conferences, sponsored by NHTCA (New Hampshire Tax
Collectors Association) and DRA (Department of Revenue), allow the Tax Collector to learn the
tax collecting process and to stay current with any changes in procediires and law. Attending
such conferences, classes and workshops is important, not only for learning about changes in
laws and procedures, but also for networking with collectors from other towns, who then become
part of our "support system".
Thank you to all the taxpayers of Gilmanton. Serving you is our pleasure!
Respectfully,Submitted,K ivuly,bubmi
Debra A. Comett
Town Clerk & Tax Collector
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF GILMANTON YEAR ENDING 12/31/2001
DEBITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF GILMANTON YEAR ENDING 12/31/2001
CREDITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
The five Trustees of Trust Funds are elected by the Town to administer and invest the
perpetual care funds of the Town's cemeteries. These funds are then made available to the
individual cemeteries to pay for maintenance expenditures. The Trustees also administer and
invest capital project funds as voted by the Town and make these ftmds available to the
Selectmen as required.
The Trustees meet on the third Monday of the month in the Academy at 9:00 a.m. and the
public is always welcome. We carefully review the portfolio, make what changes seem prudent









2001, a year of change, goals, challenges, and accomplishments.
Early in January, Metrocast Cablevision offered to provide high speed internet access to
all Town buildings. The Town took advantage of this offer and made arrangements to have every
Town Building wired and connected including both fire stations, the police station, the Academy
Town Hall, the Iron Works Library, and the Highway Department. The transfer station will be
wired and connected as soon as the new building is ready.
The Board of Selectmen implemented a detailed Town Purchasing policy in March
requiring department heads to obtain an approved purchase order prior to making any purchase
in excess of one hundred dollars.
A citizen complaint alerted the Selectmen in March of this year to possible safety issues
related to housing personnel at the Comers Fire Station. A subsequent site inspection was
conducted by the Town's Building Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer. There were a number of
violations found. Due to the high cost of the necessary repairs and improvements, a decision was
made to confine the use of the building to housing vehicles.
In response to the Comers Fire Station issues as well as space and needs issues at the
Police Department facility, the Selectmen voted to create the Gihnanton Safety Facility Research
Committee. This new committee is charged with investigating the facility space needs of both
Police and Fire Departments, considering a new combined facility, and making
recommendations to the Selectmen and Gilmanton residents and taxpayers.
The Selectmen set in motion a requirement that all department heads either attend one
Selectmen's meeting per month to update the Board on their activities or deliver a written
monthly activity report to the Board. The Selectmen also made it a requirement that every Town
employee submit a weekly time card indicating regular hours worked, overtime hours, as well as
other related details, explanations and exceptions.
Phase I of the Gilmanton Landfill Closure project was completed this year. The landfill
was successfiilly capped, access roads were created, and the existing buildings were relocated for
confinued use. The Selectmen wish to thank the dedicated members of the Recycling Facility
Advisory Committee (RFAC) for all of their hard work and valued recommendations. The
Selectmen forwarded final closure information to the State in order to set the wheels in mofion to
receive the State's Landfill Closure grant payment back to the Town. Due to an extremely busy
construction season, bids on the new transfer station were too limited to move forward in 2001.
Construcfion of a new transfer station as well as all other related work on this project is currently
planned for completion in 2002.
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The Selectmen considered the recommendations of the RFAC as well as the Transfer
Station Facility Manager in approving and implementing updated fees for the disposal of various
items. This action was taken in order to pass along a portion of the expense of running the
facility to those who use it most.
The Academy was hooked up to a new well drilled by the State after the existing well
was found to be contaminated. The Town entered into an agreement with the Church to share the
well, the cost of future maintenance and the related expenses of hooking it up to the two
buildings.
The Selectmen wish to welcome the Gilmanton Superintendent of Schools, Alton Hadley,
to his new office at the Academy building. The new Superintendent set up a new office in June
and is now occupying the room formerly used by the Selectmen.
The Selectmen are pleased to report that the hardwood floor has been replaced on the
second floor of the Academy building. The new floor along with some timely electrical
improvements, will increase the desirability and adequacy for more varied uses of this space.
The Selectmen approved adding entire text of the "Use of Town Vehicles Policy" to the
Town's Personal Policy Book.
In closing, the Selectmen wish to thank all of the elected and appointed members of all of
the Town's many Commisions and Committees for their hard work and willingness to participate
in helping build a better Gilmanton.
Additionally the Selectmen wish to thank all of the members of the various civic
organizations for their tireless efforts and invaluable spirit of volunteerism that we all benefit
from in so many ways.
And finally, the Selectmen wish to thank all of those who chose to attend our meetings,
asked tough questions, and put us to the test. Better decisions are made through open forums,
and candid debate, offering diverse points of view for the Boards consideration.
Respectfully submitted,






Once again the Police Department has experienced a significant number of changes in the
area of personnel. Early in the year, Stephen Akerstrom of Belmont was hired to fill the vacant
full-time position of Police Officer. Although the Department was fully staffed at that time,
neither the Town nor the department benefited fi-om this until mid August, after Officer
Akerstrom had graduated from the Police Academy and had successfully completed the 12
weeks of required field training.
The Department was fully staffed with a chief, sergeant, and two patrolmen until
November 3, when Sergeant Baiocchetti, a 17-year veteran of the Gilmanton Police Department,
imexpectedly announced that he would retire to take a Patrolman's position with the Belmont
Police Department. Less than two months later. Chief Robarge announced that he was resigning
effective December 27, 2001 to take a Detective position with the Belknap County Sheriffs
Department. Also, part-time Officers Robert Freese, James Quealy, and Jeffrey Sipes resigned
from the department.
An intense recruiting effort to locate seasoned and quality full-time certified police
officers began contemporaneous with Sergeant Baiocchetti's armouncement. With the
overwhelming support of the Board of Selectmen, Joseph Collins and Philip O'Brien, both
residents of Gilmanton and veteran officers of the Bamstead Police Department, were hired to
join the Gilmanton Police Department as a fiill-time Sergeant and Patrolman on January 12 and
January 27, 2002, respectively.
Implementation of a schedule that increased patrol coverage and reduced costs had a
significant impact on the Department's activity for 2001. Despite Sergeant Baiocchetti's absence
for three months of military training beginning in January, the extended coverage resulted in a
noticeable increase in motor vehicle activity, most importantly in our effort to rid the roads of the
impaired or suspended driver. DWI and Operating After Suspension arrests were up by 138 and
100 percent, respectively. Conversely, incidents of criminal mischief (vandalism), criminal
trespass, domestic disputes, and theft were all down by at least 48 percent. Incidents of assault
dropped by 80 percent and harassment decreased by as much as 83 percent.
In response to an overwhelming number of speeding complaints, particularly in the areas
of Crystal Lake and Sawyer Lake where pedestrian traffic is relatively high, the Department
implemented directed and intensified patrols with the specific purpose of enforcing the posted
speed limit. To aid in that endeavor, portable signs which read "Officer With Radar Ahead" and
"Speed Violators Will Be Ticketed" were purchased and erected at various locations.
Additionally, and with the assistance of private donations, the oldest vehicle in our fleet was
converted to a "Community Safety Car." It is equipped with a radar device and a bumper
mounted digital board that displays the speeds of oncoming vehicles.
Our responsibility of providing adequate protection and quality police services is
paramount to our existence. Although we are entering 2002 as a relatively new police
department, it is our collective goal to continue providing the professional services you deserve
and have come to expect. The Gilmanton Police Department is truly unique, in that we have the
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unwavering support of our citizens, and for that we are thankful. We invite you to visit with us at
any time, and we certainly welcome any constructive comments that may have to assist us in
serving you more efficiently and effectively. From all of us at the Gilmanton Police Department,
we wish you all the best and hope that your new year is a safe and prosperous one.























Bench Warrants 1 1
Criminal Mischief 1 2
Driving After Suspension 5 10
Domestic Violence Order 3
DWI 5 13
Disorderly Conduct 1




Attempted Suicide 5 1
Burglary 8 9
Child Abuse 4
Conduct After Accident 2
Criminal Mischief 37 16
Criminal Threatening 4 7



















The Gilmanton Fire Department saw a busy year in 2001. As the year closes, Gilmanton
Fire Department will have answered 393 calls. This is a significant increase over 2000; a year in
which the department answered 328 calls for service.
The Town of Gilmanton is served by a highly dedicated group of men and women. The
Town currently employs three full-time staff members. The full-time staff covers weekday shifts
from 7 a.m. - 4 p.m. The balance of our coverage is supported by call members that are State
certified as EMTs or firefighters. The Town is also fortunate to have coverage provided by
student interns who make their home at the Iron Works Station while attending NH Technical
College Fire Protection program. The six students work alongside our call personnel and frill-
time staff gaining experience and training during their two year stay with us.
Highlights for 2001 included the delivery of our new ambulance. The call sign of this
new vehicle is 9 Ambulance 1 . This truck is built on a heavy-duty chassis and should serve the
community well for many years. All two-way radios that serve our community have been up-
graded to high band operating frequencies, this allows for a stronger signal with our dispatch
center located in Laconia.
The Fire prevention program that was implemented at the Gihnanton School this year
was a great success. Our student interns took on the planning of this program with great zeal.
The ftiU-time staff as well as call personnel assisted in the program. 2001 saw the upgrade and
repair of four dry hydrants in Town. Dry hydrants are important water supply sites around the
community, over time these supply lines can become inoperative.
Several important pieces of equipment were purchased as well. Equipment purchases
included a Cutters edge vent saw, this cutting tools allows Firefighters to cut though roofing
materials to release heat and smoke during a building fire. Several new hand tools were pur-
chased, along with additional lighting equipment. The purchase of new tools and equipment
helps our Firefighters complete their tasks safely and efficiently. Sfreet updates were a large pri-
ority in 2001; wdth the advent of new 911 addresses all streets needed updating for Fire Depart-
ment street books. This project was undertaken and completed by several call members. The de-
partment saw many members participate in training. We were most fortunate to have various
members committing time in obtaining higher levels of State and National certifications, some
members completed EMT training, and some members completed EMT intermediate training.
While others participated in classes held by the NH Fire Academy.
The Gilmanton Fire Department encourages anyone who is interested in being a part of a
progressive public safety organization to stop by the Iron Works Station or call us at 364-2500
Monday through Friday 7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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The Gilmanton Fire Department will provide the minimum training required by State and
Federal regulations, if you are willing to commit the time. Minimum qualifications include: 18
years of age. State ofNH Drivers License, Good Physical Health, commitment to serve the
community. Ask us how you can make a difference.
As the days of 2001 close, we look back on a year that will be forever etched in all of our
hearts and minds. The events of 9/11/01 will remain fi-esh on all of us that are involved in
Emergency services. The selfless acts by emergency care providers serve as an example to us, as
to what true dedication and professionalism are. The men and women of the Gilmanton Fire
Department will continue to provide our town wdth the best service that we can render, we will
continue to strive for excellence in all we do, we will remain servants to the community.
Respectfully Submitted:
Acting Fire Chief Joe Hempel
Gilmanton Fire Department
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in
New Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department
to fmd out if a permit is required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory
for any open burning unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and surrounding areas)
is completely covered with snow. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other
burning laws of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000
and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs. Open burning is a
privilege, NOT a right. Help us to protect you and our forest resource! Build small brush piles
that can be quickly burned and extinguished.
New Hampshire experienced over 940 wildland fires in 2001. Most of the fires were
human caused. Due to dry conditions, fires spread quickly impacting more than 20 structures.
Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space around the house
and make sure that the house number is correct and visible. Only You Can Prevent Wildland
Fires. Contact your local Fire Department or the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands
website at www.nhdfl.com or call 271-2217 for wildland fire safety information.
2001 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported thru November 26, 2001)
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY
GILMANTON BUILDING/CODE ENFORCEMENT/
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Another successful year has come to a close with the Building, Code Enforcement and
Health Departments. I personally want thank all of the office staff who helped me have a
successful year in my department. I also want to offer my gratitude to all of the contractors and
home owners who made this a safe year in building construction. As I mentioned in last year's
report, safety in the corrununity is the main objective of this building/code enforcement official.
In the building department, there were 166 building permits issued, 45 of which were new
single family dwellings. This number is just two short from last year.
Code enforcement and health issues were all successfully dealt with, none of which had
to be handled with court action.
Again, I wish to thank all in the community to help me perform my duties in keeping a
safe and healthy town to live in.
Respectfully submitted,
Lee Dugal
Building/ Code Enforcement Officer
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CONCORD REGIONAL SOLID WASTE/
RESOURCE RECOVERY COOPERATIVE
2002 BUDGET
1 . Wheelabrator Concord Company Service Fees $1,962,840
2. Rebates and Reconciliation 70,350
3. Bypass Disposal Cost Reserve 200,000
4. Franklin Residue Landfill
a. Operation and Maintenance $969,322
b. Expansion Sinking fund 2,100,000
c. Closure Fund 23,000
d. Long Term Maintenance Fund 5,000
3,097,322
3,097,322
5. Cooperative Expenses, Consultants & Studies 407,520
TOTAL 2002 BUDGET $5,738,032
6. Less - interest, surplus, recycled tons and communities over GAT - 909,000
Net to be raised by Co-op Communities $4,829,032
2002 GAT of 130,515 and Net Budget of $4,829,032 =
Tipping Fee of $37.00 per ton
Tipping Fee of $66.50 per ton for tons over base tonnage
We are happy to report to all member communities that 2001 marked the twelfth complete year
of successfiil operations. Some items which may be of interest follow:
The 2002 budget reflects a tipping fee of $37.00 per ton. The same cost as in 2001. The fee for
those tons over the Fee Formula Tonnage (133,660 tons) will be $66.50 per ton. This fee
decreased $1 .00 per ton for 2002.
Co-op waste delivered to the Wheelabrator facility this year totaled 139,638 tons. That
represents an increase of 718 tons over 2000, or a .5% increase. Compared to previous years the
increase was minimal.
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CONCORD REGIONAL SOLID WASTE/
RESOURCE RECOVERY COOPERATIVE (cont.)
A total of 63,168 tons of ash were delivered to the Franklin ash monofiU for disposal. The
Ashfill continues to operate very well. Phase III Stage IV is being filled at this time. The most
recent expansion will provide disposal capacity for the next four years.
The air retrofit project at the plant has been completed. The project was completed on schedule
and close to budget. The retrofit will enable the plant to meet the most recent EPA and DBS
regulations.
The Cooperative continues to look to the future by planning for construction of Phase IV at the
Franklin site as well as expansion to a Phase V. There will be negotiations with Wheelabrator
concerning extension of the contract this coming year.
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GILMANTON HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Once again we end another year! The Highway Department full time and subcontracted
employees would like to thank you for your cooperation. We work hard to keep the roads safe,
and in the best condition possible. We appreciate your support in slowing down for us when
traveling throughout our work sites keeping us safe! We understand that it creates a challenge in
your busy day. Also we would like to thank the many of you that don't plow your snow into the
roadway creating road hazards (note: this is illegal). Thank you to the people who work hard to
keep your vehicles off the roadway during winter snow plowing operations.
Summer projects consisted of the 1" wear coarse on Stone Road and Burke Road near the
intersection. Ditching, shimming and sealing of Meetinghouse Road fi-om Rt. 1 07 to the Guarino
residence. Shellcamp Road from the intersection of Allen's Mill Road to the intersection of
Stockwell Hill Road, Lakeshore Drive from the intersection of Stockwell Hill and Shellcamp
Road to the dead end of Lakeshore Drive. Leatherstocking Lane was done completing the horse
shoe loop. Prescott Road was reconstructed on the paved dead end. The 1" wear coarse will be
placed next year. Guard rails were installed on Crystal Lake Road near the ball park. Guard rails
were also installed on Upper City Road near the intersection of Rt. 129 along the water's edge of
Rollins Pond. We were unable to complete the road reconstruction on Mountam Road, Places
Mill Road and Middle Route due to the Selectmen holdmg and using the highway funds to run
other departments. Projects will be started again in 2002 if funds are available.
Thank you from the employees of the Highway Department. Charles Thurber (who is no
longer with us and we v^dsh him the best of luck!), Paul Perkins, Fran Mulcahy, and Robert
Potter.
Respectfully Submitted,




The year 2001 was an active one for the Planning Board. A total of 23 applications were
processed, an increase from last year and continuing the ongoing trend over the past several
years. Four of the applications were requests for Subdivision approval, which resulted in five
new residential lots. As a result of the adoption of the revised Open Space Ordinance at last
year's Town Meeting, two applications of this type were approved this year. This ordinance
allows for smaller building lot sizes while preserving 50% of the land as permanent open space.
The Planning Board would like to thank those that voted in favor of this amendment. It is
proving itself an effective tool in retaining the rural character of the community while allowing
for controlled growth.
Out of three applications received for Site Plan Review, one was denied because the
proposed use was not appropriate for the neighborhood. Another Site Plan application was for
the first wireless telecommunications tower in town. The Board spent a substantial amount of
time with this Site Plan to insure that the environment, property values and views were not
adversely impacted. There were also three Boundary Line Adjustments, all of which were
approved. The remaining applications were surveys for recording purposes only or requests for
voluntary merger.
This year there was another change in command with regards to our Chairperson. The
Board would like to thank Sarah Thome for the 12 years she served on the Planning Board, five
years as Vice-Chair and one year as Chair. Nancy Girard has capably assumed the position of
Chairperson, with John Funk continuing as Vice-Chair.
In the past year the Board has considered a number of changes to the Town Ordinances
and Regulations. As a result, several proposed amendments to the Zoning Ordinance will be
presented to the voters. The Board seeks your support in adopting these amendments.
In the next year the Board will continue to work on the Master Plan Update. This is a
community effort and the Board seeks volunteers with diverse backgrounds to assist in this
effort, so please consider supporting your community by offering your time and expertise. The
Board meets regularly on the second Thursday of each month at 7:30 p.m. at the Gilmanton
Academy. Check the Citizen, the Academy Building, and the Post Offices for the posted agenda.
Respectfully Submitted,
THE GILMANTON PLANNING BOARD
Nancy Girard, Chair John Funk, Vice-Chair
Felix Barlik, Jr. David Russell
Geoffrey Rendall, Altemate Member Douglas Isleib, Alternate Member
Jackie Bosiak, Altemate Member Phylis Buchanan, Selectmen's Rep.
Lynne R. Brunelle, Planning Administrator
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HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
The Historic District Commission has had a relatively quiet year. We processed two
applications, one involving the construction of a home in the Smith Meetinghouse District and
the other involving the painting of doors on a house.
The Commission encourages any person who owns property in the historic districts and is
considering renovations, repairs or new construction to informally discuss the project with the
Commission before submitting an application. Informal discussions help explain the
requirements of the regulations and speed up the approval process.
The Commission has continued to discuss the possibility of adding a new historic district
in the Gilmanton Iron Works to protect the historic character of buildings in that part of Town.







Eric S. Muzzey, Selectmen's Representative
Michael A. LaFond, Alternate
Phillip Eisenmann, Alternate
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment held a total of 13 meetings in 2001. Of the 53
applications submitted, one Appeal of Administrative Decision was granted and two were
denied. Fourteen variances were granted and six were denied. Twenty nine special exceptions
were granted and six were denied. One Equitable Waiver of Dimensional Requirement was
approved.
All meetings are open to the public. The regular meeting night has been changed and
meetings are now held on the third Thursday of each month. All residents of Gihnanton are
invited to attend.
Any person interested in becoming a member of the Board is encouraged to contact the
Selectmen.
Respectfully submitted,
John D. O'Shea, Jr., Chairman








INDEPENDENCE DAY - 2001
Gilmanton - Coming Together to Celebrate
The Gilmanton Comers 4th of July Association has produced the Independence Day
Celebration activities for many years. Records begin in 1948, but indicate the Association was
in place and functioning much earlier. The Association is a separate, non-profit organization, not
affiliated with other town organizations. Events are funded by private donations, an annual
donation from the Town and the sale of food and promotional items. The Association makes
additional returns to the community - purchasing two new picnic tables for the Academy and
offering to purchase paint for the Crystal Lake bandstand in 2001 . Purchasing and erecting street
flags and other decorations to enhance the celebration and express Gilmanton' s patriotism is
another ongoing Association project.
The Association currently consists of 15 members. People are welcome to join the
Association at any time. Volunteers for each event are needed, encouraged and greatly
appreciated. Assistance is also provided by members of the Gihnanton Police and Fire
Departments and the Parks Department. Only through volunteer assistance does the celebration
continue.
The Association has chosen Gilmanton - Comins Together to Celebrate as a theme and
goal; bringing people from the Comers, the Iron Works, Lower Gilmanton and away together to
establish, preserve and renew bonds and friendships.
The 2001 celebration began with fireworks at the Crystal Lake Park. Don Guarino's band
provided musical entertairmient and everyone enjoyed visiting, snacking, and the kids lined up
for their tum in the Moon Walk. The fireworks were enjoyed in the park and from around the
lake. The Parks and Recreation Commission and staff provide a great facility for this event.
Lloyd Miles provided DJ services for the 4'*' of July Community Dance at the Academy.
There was great music, door and raffle prizes and the traditional midnight ringing of the
Academy bell.
Parade Day Events on the 4"' included the Marine Corp color guard, canine and martial
arts demonstrations, games, balloons, singing by OK Chorale and great food. Parade awards
went to the Gilmanton Cub Scouts, Willis Hyslop, Jr., Alfi'ed Wedel, Ron Mandigo and the
Pittsfield Revolutionary Group.
Dates set for the 2002 celebration include;
Saturday, June 29th - Fireworks - Crystal Lake Park
Wednesday, July 3^** - Community Dance - Gilmanton Academy
Thursday, July 4"^ - Parade Day Events - Gilmanton Academy grounds
Our website provides information on current and past 4th of July activities. To join the
Association, offer assistance at any event, make a donation, or inquire about upcoming events
vish www.geocities.com/gilmanton4thofiulv/ or call 267-8452. Thank you for your confinued
assistance, participation and attendance at Gilmanton's annual 4th of July Celebrafion.
Nancy Lines, Chairman
Gilmanton 4"^ of July Associafion
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GILMANTON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, INC.
The Gilmanton Economic Development Council, Inc., is inactive because there has
been no interest shown during the past two years.
The Gilmanton Economic Development Council, Inc. was established in 1993 and is
registered with the State as a nonprofit corporation. It was organized for the purpose of
developing, promoting, and sustaining economic development and opportunity in the
Town of Gilmanton, including, but not limited to:
A. Acting as liaison between the public and private sectors on matters related to
economic initiatives and policies.
B. Serve as a data bank and facilitator for gaining public and private access to capital
for the funding of investment projects and development opportunities.
C. Serve as a stimulant for growth and development among existing town businesses
for the purpose of establishing new, quality employment opportunities for town
residents.
D. Promote maintenance of a sufficiently diverse employment base to promote
economic balance and stability in Gilmanton and orderly business growth or
varied, balanced and quality employment opportunities.
E. Develop and maintain a cooperative and working relationship with the State
Department of Resources and Economic Development, the Lakes Region
Plarming Commission, and other Federal, State and local agencies for the purpose
of promoting "sustainable" economic development objectives and policies in
Gilmanton.
F. Develop and promote citizen participation in both public and private sector boards
and commissions to promote both economic development and also to improve and
enhance the cultural and economic resources of the community.
Membership is open to any person residing in the Town, or any corporation, agency
or organization located in the Town. Dues for non-profit status have been paid up to
2005.
If anyone is interested in reactivating the Economic Develop Council, the files may
be obtained through the Selectmen's Office.
Respectfully submitted,
Stanley O. Bean, Jr., Past President
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Public input suggests that that a large section of Gilmanton's population desires to
preserve the beauty, natural resources and rural nature of their town.
Statistical reports list New Hampshire as presently the fastest growing state in the
northeast, and ensuring that the quality of life in Gilmanton is maintained, requires careful
planning, management, education and foresight.
As the result of the extreme generosity of an anonymous donor and through the efforts of
the Conservation Commission, the Society for Protection of New Hampshire Forests, the
Gilmanton Land Trust, and local landowners, the Cogswell Mountain Conservation Easement
comprised of 188.89 acres of back woodland off Lou Lane and Route 140 was purchased.
Gilmanton will benefit from the acquisition of this public conservation land near our school.
Some acquisition costs were deducted from the Conservation Trust Fund balance.
Another conservation area came under the stewardship of the Conservation Commission
when a subdivision created 27.5 acres of open space off Sawtooth Road. The best use of the
Tovra's water and land resources will necessitate more attention to monitoring our conservation
parcels in the future.
The large Town forest off Howard Road has been surveyed and will be dedicated as The
Elizabeth R. "Betty" Smithers Forest. We are pleased that an Eagle Scout candidate has proposed
a trail project in the Gale Road Town Forest.
A packet of information addressing water protection. State regulations and available
assistance was sent to all property owners with shorefront on Gilmanton's lakes and ponds.
Results of this educational mailing have been positive.
Volimteers with experience are assisting in the on-going project of creating a Natural
Resources Inventory for Gilmanton. Three maps showing various facets of our natural resources
are displayed on the wall in the Academy and others are in production. The information will be
very useful to town plaimers, officials and residents.
The Commission continued to assist landowners and confractors with wetland permit
requests and to address concerns and complaints concerning conservation issues.
The Conservation Commission appreciates the cooperation and assistance extended by
the Board of Selectmen, the Administrative Assistant and office staff, the Tovwi Clerk's office,
members of town boards, police personnel and all the individuals who endeavor to protect,
preserve and manage Gilmanton's land and water resources.
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Steams, Chairman Nancy Rendall
Brenda Sens Nanci Mitchell
Ferenc Nagy Michael Wright
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GILMANTON RECYCLING FACILITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Members of the Recycling Facility Advisory Committee (RFAC) have been hard at work
over the past year, advising the Selectmen on ways to make the new facility as efficient as
possible and to provide equipment that will keep the costs of operation as low as possible.
Included in the list of things that RPAC looked at were the layout of the entire facility, layout of
the building and building materials, the type of baler and the specifications for the skid steer
machine including attachments.
The members visited several facilities in other towns and obtained additional information
from other facility managers. The facility operators are very eager to share both their successes
and the things they would do differently another time. The information gained was invaluable to
the Committee.
The Committee weighed the pros and cons of moving to a new site. The conclusion was
that the Town is going to be obligated to monitor the existing site for years to come. The cost of
acquiring a different site would be more than the cost of putting up with some deficiencies in the
existing site.
At the time the facility was started, the general wisdom was that a down stroke or vertical
baler was adequate for the Town's recycling needs. However, as towns gained more recycling
experience they found the horizontal baler is more cost effective in the long run. The horizontal
baler costs half again as much as a down stroke, but the difference in initial cost is saved in labor
alone in about two years. In addition the horizontal baler makes a heavier bale, which means
more material can be hauled every time a truck leaves. The Town pays a fixed amount for the
haul or "pull", as it is often called, whether the truck is at gross load or not. The closer to
maximum allowable weight we come, the lower hauling costs are for a given volume of material.
There are two primary ways to reduce the tax burden of running the recycling facility.
One is cost avoidance. This means doing things as efficiently as possible. It also means
recycling as much material as possible so we reduce the waste going to the Concord incinerator.
The other way in which we reduce the taxes needed for operation is to obtain the highest price
possible for recycled material. This means having uncontaminated materials in each bale.
Gilmanton is extremely fortunate to have Liz Bedard on the Committee. She is the
Coordinator for the NH Governor's Recycling Program and has been in the recycling business
for 15 years. Her experience and contacts have been very valuable in providing information for
the Committee and the Selectmen.
Respectfully submitted:
Stan Bean, Chairman Carolyn Baldwin
Elizabeth Bedard Frank Bosiak Sr.
Raymond Daigle Garrett Graaskamp
Douglas Kapplain David Russell
Israel Willard
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PUBLIC SAFETY FACILITY RESEARCH COMMITTEE
Gilmanton's 1990 Master Plan Update states that in 1990, "The population increases
which have occurred since 1970 have put a strain on the town 's facilities. Many buildings and
much of the equipment used by Fire, Rescue, Police and Highway Departments are in need of
repairs or replacement ... ".
"A problem defined is half-solved" . To that end, the Committee took a tour of the
present police station located in the basement of the Gilmanton Iron Works Town Hall. The
office space is crowded, and lacks the privacy necessary to conduct interviews and
interrogations. The storage and evidence room is damp and suffers from seasonal flooding, mold
and fungus. The water has been tested and found to be unfit for human consumption. The
facility does not meet minimum standards for public health and safety.
Chief William Robarge suggested department relocation to Gilmanton Comers in order to
be closer to Concord and Laconia courts and jail cells, as well as replacing the present serious
building deficiencies with a new and efficient safety facility.
Acthig Fire Chief Joe Hempel described the Comers' present fire station's inadequate
structural design necessary to house department fire trucks as well as provide for necessary
personnel parking. The New Hampshire Technical School student interns formally housed on
premises have been relocated to the Iron Works Station. In addition, the drinking water has been
tested and found to be unfit for human consumption.
Road Agent Bob Potter, Jr. explained serious deterioration and potential pollution
problems associated with the sand and salt shed located behind the Comers Store. He expressed
an interest in a mutually advantageous relocation to a new site at the Comers to be shared with
the Fire and Police Departments.
The Conmiittee has visited and gathered information regarding public safety buildings in
Gilford, Moultonborough, Sandwich, Holdemess and Belmont in order to compare design costs
and stmctural options.
Any realtor will tell you "under all is the land", however, we have been unable to find a
willing seller of land suitable for a Public Safety Facility to be located in the vicinity of
Gilmanton Comers.
Newly appointed Police Chief Russell A. Boynton, who in addition to his extensive law
enforcement training has significant experience in the architectural design field, has donated his
services and prepared preliminary building plans which he will fine tune as soon as an
appropriate building site is selected for Gilmanton voters approval, hopefully by March Town
Meeting 2003 .
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If you have land or know of land available for this facility please contact Administrative
Assistant Tim Warren with the necessary particulars (location, number of acres, topographic
description, satisfactory soil test results, survey if available, owner's name, asking price and
whether it has been recently appraised).
While eminent domain (condemnation of private land for public purposes) is an option, a
willing buyer and a willing seller is preferable for obvious reasons. Public hearings on the
necessity of the taking, as well as the issue ofjust compensation could take up to a year or more.
In this period of our heightened commitment to national and state security issues, we
must do whatever necessary and prudent at the local level. Thank you for your anticipated
assistance and your patience.
George Twigg, III, Chairman Mark Sawyer
Bob Donaghy Bill Donovan
Brenda Currier Frank McClary
Tom Oetinger
Consulting Members:
Police Chief Russell A. Boynton Former Police Chief William Robarge
Acting Fire Chief Paul J. (Joe) Hempel Road Agent Bob Potter, Jr.
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
With a service area covering over 1,200 square miles in Belknap, Carroll, Grafton and
Merrimack Counties, the Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC) provides a wide range of
planning services to its members. Our work program is as comprehensive as it is fiiU, with
activities ranging from technical assistance, geographic information systems, transportation, land
use and environmental planning, to economic development. We are fiinded from multiple
sources including local and state government, as well as special studies. LRPC is contacted
many times each week for answers to local issues. We also continue to maintain a regular
dialogue with state agencies that depend on us as a resource for the entire Lakes Region. Our
goal remains to provide support and leadership to the region, its governments, businesses, and
citizens.
Here are a few of our accomplishments over the past year:
Provided the town of Gilmanton with a copy of their zoning map.
Attended a town work session and provided material on access management, land use and
transportation, the TIP process and traffic calming.
Provided information regarding RSA 236:13 VI, and definitions of recreation vehicles to
town officials.
Supplied information regarding the definition of affordable housing to local officials
Provided copies of the Gihnanton Master Plan for 1982 and 1990.
Met with Gilmanton Planning Board and Conservation Commission to move forward with
the NEMO project.
Ordered and delivered to the Gilmanton Planning Board twenty copies of the 2000-2001 NH
Edition Planning and Land Use Regulation books at considerable savings.
Completed the Lakes Region Transportation Improvement Program and forwarded a
prioritized list of projects to the NH DOT as part of the biennial update of the NH State
Transportation Improvement Program.
Coordinated the 16* annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection, with nearly 2,400
households from 27 communities participating. Over 16,000 gallons of toxic household
products were removed.
Performed approximately 1 30 traffic counts and several local road inventories in cooperation
with the NH Department of Transportation.
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Completed the Region's first digital land use map, which is available to local and regional
organizations.
Updated the Development Trends in the Lakes Region Annual Report using survey data.
Provided administrative and technical support to the Pemigewasset River Local Advisory
Committee leading to the completion of the draft Management Plan for the Pemigewasset
River.
Located childcare centers, assisted housing, public transportation, and major employers
across the region to assist with local and regional development planning.
Co-hosted and organized three public Municipal Law Lectures where practicing attorneys
provided a legal perspective on "The How, Who, What, Where, and Why Plans"; "Towers,
Traditions, and Topless Dancers"; and "Irmovative Land Use Regulations".
Entered into an Agreement with the NH Office of Emergency Management to prepare two
pilot all hazard mitigation plans. These plans are used to facilitate mitigation ftmds fi-om the
federal government.
< In cooperation with the Society for the Protection of N.H. Forests and the University of New
Hampshire, initiated data collection for new municipal conservation lands.
Prepared and hosted citizen education workshops on How to Prepare a Master Plan, and
Planning Board Processes and Procedures.
Convened four area commission meetings that focused on transportation, historic
preservation. Main Street, and groimdwater, highlighted by a nationally renown plarming
expert at the summer aimual meeting.
Organized National Flood hisurance (NFIP) workshops for local officials.
Prepared an innovative land use and transportation Power Point presentation for local
communities focusing on sprawl reducing and community building strategies. The
presentation can be customized and made available to any community, upon request.
Coordinated the Lakes Region Household Hazardous Product Facility Committee to examine
the possibility of siting a permanent household hazardous product facility.
t* Continued to organize and convene meetings of the LRPC Transportation Technical
Advisory Committee to improve transportation planning.
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Completed Plan 2000, an update of the Lakes Region Transportation Plan, the policy plan for
the region's transportation network.
Completed a survey and report on issues that affect home based employment.
Hosted a statewide meeting to discuss the update of the NH DOT Rail Plan.
We look forward to assisting your community in the fixture.
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PARKS i& RECREATION
Gilmanton Parks and Recreation again sponsored the July 4"^ dance, fireworks and many
of the Gilmanton Youth Organization events. The park was used by many local businesses for
yearly employee outings, wedding receptions, bridal showers and family birthday parties.
The annual Labor Day softball games were held at the park. Crystal Lake Association
used the park for the Labor Day Carnival and Gilmanton Parks and Recreation assisted by
operating the food booth. Those who attended enjoyed the fireworks, bonfire, and end of summer
fest. Swimming lessons were offered again for three weeks and ahnost 68 children received Red
Cross certification in five skill levels. The Park was used for Gilmanton School Softball practice
and games and for GYO soccer.
Our park attendant, Judi Williams, was on duty fi-om July 1^' until September 1^'. She
continues to work to keep the park in great shape. The backstop and fencing were maintained,
she kept the beach clean and raked, cut and removed brush, repaired and stained picnic tables,
and maintained the mowing of the fields and picnic area.
We currently have a volunteer drafting plans for a septic design to be placed in the ball
field area. We will move forward and come back to the voters for a budget request when we have
final State approval. We are also moving forward with plans to build a tennis court.







THE GILMANTON YEAR-ROUND LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Once again, a year has come and gone, and with its passing we have become a stronger and
more viable organization. A mere 24 months ago a group of individuals with a common ideal
began to meet regularly in order that we might rectify a situation that we found unacceptable. The
lack of a year-round library and the absence of a central social gathering place in Gilmanton had
caused a group of concerned citizens to take a position to remedy this situation. The GYRLA was
bom.
Two years ago we sat and sweated in the summer evening air and forged the Articles of
Agreement and Bylaws that would define who we are and what we would accomplish. We passed
a hat to raise the money necessary to register with the state as a legitimate non-profit organization,
and to rent a Post Office Box that was to become our temporary address. This meager seed has
been carefully nurtured and has grown into a five acre library site, and a bank account that is now
more than one digit long. We have to date raised over $125,000 in cash, pledges, donations, and
proceeds from our fundraising efforts. Enough to enable us to lay a solid plan for the library both
architecturally and in the business sense. This money has been raised without any funds at all
from any local, state, or federal agency, and without any increased tax burden to the town of
Gilmanton. We have purchased a five acre site across from the Gilmanton School, taking title to
the land on December 30, 2000.
Our focus now turned from the land on which to build, to the building that will house our
new library. In order to meet this need, we have hired the firm of TennantAVallace Architects,
AIA to design and engineer our library and related systems. We decided on this firm after a
careful consideration of four firms by the building subcommittee. After they narrowed the field to
just two firms, the entire association held a meeting and selected Tennant/Wallace to design our
"field of dreams".
We were able to secure a grant from the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation in the
amount of $5000 for us to use to hire a professional with the expertise necessary to assess and plan
our fundraising needs and the strategy with which to meet them. We have engaged Kathy Barger,
a professional fundraiser, to help us assess our needs and available resources toward our
fundraising goals.
Through the hard work of many individuals and organizations from within and outside of
our fledgling committee we have come a long way from our humble and penniless beginning in
just two short years. We must rededicate ourselves to our Mission Statement "TO ESTABLISH A
YEAR-ROUND LIBRARY ADEQUATE TO FULFILL THE NEEDS OF GILMANTON". 2002
promises to be an exciting and challenging year. We remain a grassroots organization and
welcome any and all interested people to help us accomplish our mission. If you would like to
participate in creating a new library for the citizens of Giknanton, please attend one of our
meetings to find out how you can help. Call 435-6234 for more information.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth Bedard, President Carolyn Dickey, Vice-President
Carol Mitchell, Treasurer Ferenc Nagy, Secretary
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GILMANTON CORNER LIBRARY
GILMANTON IRON WORKS LIBRARY
Receipts
Balance on hand December 31, 2000 $ 151.36
Town Appropriations $1,000.00
Gift for Books $ 350.00




NH Electric Coop., Inc. $ 200.94
Postage & Supplies $ 124.95
Libri Foundation matching funds for Children's Books Grant $ 300.00
Total Payments $ 1 ,497.27
Balance on Hand S 105.97
We thank our many volunteers for their help. We couldn't have done it without your
help.
We were able to get a grant form The Libri Foundation. The Libri Foundation matched
our money on a two to one ratio, allowing us to obtain 57 new children's hard-covered
books. We will feature a display of our grant books at an open house when we reopen in
the Spring.
Respectfully submitted,
Alice M. Bean, Trustee
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LOWER GILMANTON LIBRARY REPORT
Income
Balance on hand January 1 , 2001
200 1 Town Appropriation



























The Trustees of Cemeteries are appointed by the Town to oversee the estabhshment and
management of all municipal cemeteries placed under their jurisdiction. The Trustees currently
oversee the maintenance, restoration and preservation of 3 1 burial and historic sites vsdthin the
community.
In addition to regular seasonal maintenance, the Trustees pursue a program to restore
abandoned cemeteries under their jurisdiction. Depending upon the particular site, restoration
work can include;
> clearing and trimming of brush and trees;
> repair or erection of walls, fences and gates;
> repair and resetting of grave stones and markers;
> repair and sealing of vaults;
> restoration of grounds to the point where they can be easily maintained.
Specific projects in 2001 included:
> Major reconstruction of the Stage Road Cemetery stone wall;
> Repair of stone walls at Crystal Lake, Parsons and Copp Cemeteries;
> Repair of minor damage in the Hillside Cemetery caused by vandals;
> Ground work at the Kelley and Guinea Ridge Cemeteries;
Future anticipated projects include tree trimming/removal at Guinea Ridge and Stage
Road cemeteries, gates at Stage Road and Parsons cemeteries, completion of wall reconstruction
at Tibbetts cemetery, and a complete inventory including an easily accessible database of
existing known burial sites.
Carl Moorehead has continued to provide excellent site maintenance and repair work for
the cemeteries under the care of the Trustees. In some instances, residents or local groups have
adopted the care of a cemetery in their own neighborhood. This assists by lowering the cost to
the community and provides a great opportunity for neighbors, young and old, to work together
on a project that can result in a great deal of personal satisfaction.
The Trustees would like to thank the voters and members of the community for their





PINE GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 2001 $ 1,296.06
Transferred from Savings Account 3,500.00
$ 4,796.06
Payments
Peerless Insurance Co. 340.00
Suncook Valley Sun Advertise Annual Meeting 28.00
True Value Hardware 79.04
Clarks Grain Store 86.25
Thomas A. Conlon, Caretaker - Contractor Labor and Equipment 3,420.00




Cash on hand December 31, 2001 $ 542.77
$ 4,796.06
Savings Account
BankofNewHampshire, January 1,2001 $ 8,309.12
From Trustee of Trust Funds 4,849.00
Interest Earned on Account 83.06
$ 13,241.18
Withdrawals
Transferred to Checking Account 3,500.00
Savings Account Balance as of December 3 1 , 200
1
$ 9,74 1 . 1
8
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BEECH GROVE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Annual Report - 2001
Receipts
Cash on hand, January 1, 2001 $ 4,770.30
Perpetual care fund income drawn from monies on deposit $ 2,030.00









Balance on hand, December 3 1 , 200 1
$2.030.00
$4,985.75
Candace L. Daigle, Treasurer
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SMITH MEETING HOUSE CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
NEW WORK























Cash on hand January 1, 2001
Care Funds
Trustee of Trust Funds - income
Trustee of Trust Funds - principal
Interest, Bank ofNew Hampshire
Interest, Certificate of deposit









































A WOMEN'S CRISIS CENTER
Report to the Citizens of Gilmanton:
On behalf ofNew Beginnings A Women's Crisis Center and those we serve, I would like
to thank the Town of Gilmanton for its continued support. The $625.00 allocation in 2001
assisted us in providing emergency services, advocacy and support to those whose lives have
been affected by domestic and sexual violence.
New Beginnings offers a 24-Hour Crisis Line. We operate a full time shelter for women
and children and have safe homes for male victims; provide support and advocacy at courts,
hospitals, police stations, and social service agencies. New Beginnings offers peer support
groups for those affected by domestic or sexual violence, assists with needs assessments, case
management and housing options; and does community outreach and education programs for
youth, teens and adults. All services are confidential and are provided free of charge.
The advocacy, outreach, education and support services our agency provides represent
many service hours.
New Beginnings is one of 14 members of the statewide NH Coalition Against Domestic
and Sexual Violence, promoting statewide networking and resource sharing among domestic and
sexual assault programs. The coalition is an evaluating body and administrator of state and
federal contracts that provide subsidiary funding for member programs while advocating for
legislative change that affect victims/survivors of domestic and sexual violence.
We greatly appreciate the support of the Gilmanton community. We are dedicated to
human service, social responsibility and fiscal accountability. Although New Beginnings
represents a finite portion of the Gilmanton Town Budget the returns are immeasurable. We
welcome your participation in our efforts to insure a world of safety for our children and
ourselves.
Volunteers are an integral part of the work done by our agency. In 2001 there were
10,244 hours of service provided by volimteers. They are always needed and the opportunity to
serve is fulfilling.
Thank you for joining us to make a difference.
Sincerely,
Kathy Keller, Director
New Beginnings A Women's Crisis Center
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STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Gilmanton in the County of Belknap in said state,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Gilmanton Academy in said Gilmanton on
Tuesday, the Twelfth day of March 2002, next at 7:00 of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following subjects:
ARTICLE #1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
PETITION ARTICLES
ARTICLE #2: Are you in favor of increasing the Board of Selectmen to 5 members?
WARRANT ARTICLES
ARTICLE #3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 proposed by the Planning
Board for the Towti Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend Article III.K. - Wireless
Telecommunication Facilities amending and replacing the existing article to establish standards
and criteria for the siting, construction and development of Personal Wireless Service Facilities?
ARTICLE #4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordmance as follows: Amend Article VII relating to Non-
Conforming Uses, Structures, and Lots to specify the circumstances under which a non-
conforming use may be continued or discontinued; to specify the circumstances under which an
expansion, relocation or total rebuild of a structure will be eligible for a special exception if a
non-conformity exists with respect to the structure or the lot on which it is situated; to specify the
circumstances under which a non-conforming lot will be eligible for a building permit for a new
structure if none previously existed by special exception to specify the circumstances under
which a non-conforming structure on a conforming lot, a non-conforming structure on a non-
conforming lot and a conforming structure on a non-conforming lot may be replaced by
voluntary act or as a result of fire or other casualty by special exception; and to provide that
building permits will not be granted for lots lacking frontage on a Class V or better road, or on a
Class VI road, or on a private way without application to the Zoning Board of Adjustment? (This
article is identical to the one that passed at Town Meeting last year but was invalidated because
proper procedure was not followed.)
ARTICLE #5: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend Article IX.C. regarding Variances, to
conform its language to current Supreme Court standards?
ARTICLE #6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board as follows: Amend Article II.A. to add
descriptions of the existing zoning districts?
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ARTICLE #7: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend Article II.A. to establish new Light
Business Districts, one on NH Route 140 West from the westerly side of the Historic District to
Aliens Mill Road, and the other on Province Road North from Copp Road to Munsey Hill Road;
amend Article IV, Table 1 to describe the uses permitted in the Light Business District; and
amend Article IV, Table 2 to establish a minimum lot size of one acre for the Light Business
District, with frontage and setback requirements, and to increase the front setback to 50' in the
Business District?
ARTICLE #8: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #6 as proposed by the Plarming
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend Article IV, Table 1 to include the
following uses: Adult Oriented Business to be permitted in the Business District by special
exception only, Childcare Facility to be permitted in all zones by special exception, Industrial
Uses to be permitted in the Business District, and Landscaping Business permitted in the
Business District; and amend Article XVI to include the definitions of the proposed uses?
The following articles will be acted at the Gilmanton School on Saturday, March 16, 2002
at 10:00 a.m.
ARTICLE #9: To see what sum of money the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate for
the support of Town Government and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the Town
for the 2002 fiscal year, as stated below, exclusive of all other warrant articles. (Recommended





Police Dept. 259,223.00 253,673.00
Fire Dept. 244,425.00 223,520.00
Highway Dept. 694,550.00 548,279.00
Solid Waste Dept. 175,279.00 157,677.00
Building/Code Dept. 26.456.00 23.511.00
TOTALS 2,083,935.00 1,847,226.00
ARTICLE #10: To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($150,000.00) for the construction of a recycling building and a consulting engineer to
oversee the project, and to fiind this appropriation by authorizing the transfer of funds from
surplus in the undesignated fund balance as of December 3 1 , 200 1 . (Recommended by the
Selectmen $150,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $140,000.00) (Majority vote
required).
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ARTICLE #11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty
Thousand One Hundred Twenty Four Dollars ($30,124.00) for the purchase of a One Ton Dump
Truck for the Highway Department. The total cost of the vehicle is Sixty Five Thousand Dollars
($65,000.00). The balance of Thirty Four Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy Six Dollars
($34,876.00) was encumbered from fiinds in 2001. (Recommended by the Selectmen
$30,124.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $22,324.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #12: To see if the Town will vote to establish a new Non-Capital Reserve Account
for the purpose of Mandated Safety Testing for safety testing of ladders, hoses and pumps at the
Fire Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) to
be deposited in that account. (Recommended by the Selectmen $2,000.00) (Recommended by
the Budget Committee $2,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #13: To see if the Town will vote to establish a new Non-Capital Reserve Account to
be named "Non-Capital Reserve Paramedic Intercept", and to raise and appropriate the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) to be deposited in that fiind for the purpose of funding the
cost of Paramedic Intercept incurred by the Fire Department. (Recommended by the Selectmen
$5,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $0.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen
Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) for the purpose of installing an air filtration system for the Iron
Works Fire Station. (Recommended by the Selectmen $15,000.00) (Recommended by the
Budget Committee $0.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighteen
Thousand Dollars ($18,000.00) to refurbish the Gilmanton Fire Department's inventory of air
packs.
The Gilmanton Fire Department owns 27 air packs. We look to refurbish our current
inventory of Scott 2.2 air packs and upgrade them to make them the equivalent Scott 4.5
lightweight units. The cost for refurbishment is $670.00 per unit. The new purchase price of
Scott 4.5 's is $2,686.00 per unit. Inventory includes the following 9A1 = 2 units, 9E1 = 9
units, 9E2 = 6 units, 9E3 = 6 units and 9E4 = 2 units. (Recommended by the Selectmen
$10,732.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee $18,000.00) (Majority vote
required).
ARTICLE #16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) for the purpose of replacing the computer server and one
workstation at the Police Department. (Recommended by the Selectmen $3,000.00)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee $3,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy
Thousand Dollars ($70,000.00) to be deposited in the following Capital Reserve Accounts:
(Recommended by the Selectmen $70,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee




Cap. Res. Bridges 5,000.00 5,000.00
Cap. Res. Revaluation Fund 40,000.00 40,000.00
Cap. Res. Academy Roof 20,000.00 10,000.00
Cap. Res. Town Hall Roof 5.000.00 5.000.00
TOTALS 70,000.00 60,000.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $70,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$60,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE # 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nineteen
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($19,500.00) to be deposited in the following Capital Reserve
Accounts: (Recommended by the Selectmen $19,500.00) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee $7,500.00) (Majority vote required).
SELECTMEN BUDGET COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION
Cap. Res. Refiirb 9E4 3,000.00 3,000.00
Cap. Res. Replace Forestry 1 9,000.00 4,500.00
Cap. Res. Ambulance 9A2 7.500.00 0.000.00
TOTALS 19,500.00 7,500.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $19,500.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$7,500.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty One




Cap. Res. Road Grader 49,000.00 35,000.00
Cap. Res. Highway Sanders 2.500.00 00.000.00
TOTALS 51,500.00 35,000.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $51,500.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$35,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00) to be deposited in the existing Capital Reserve Account for
paving the Iron Works Fire Station Parking Lot. (Recommended by the Selectmen $2,500.00)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee $0.00) (Majority vote required).
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ARTICLE #21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand
Dollars ($4,000.00) to be deposited in the following existing Non-Capital Reserve Accounts:
Non-Cap. Reserve Office Equipment 1,000.00
Non-Cap. Reserve - Insurance Deductible 3.000.00
TOTALS 4,000.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $4,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$4,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) to be deposited in the existing Non-Capital Reserve Account for
Court Cases (Recommended by the Selectmen $25,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee $15,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand
Dollars ($4,000.00) to be deposited in the followdng existing Non-Capital Reserve accounts
established for that purpose:
SELECTMEN BUDGET COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION
Non-Cap. Reserve Hydrants 1,000.00 0,000.00
Non-Cap Reserve Fire Dept Tools/Equip. 3.000.00 3.000.00
TOTALS 4,000.00 3,000.00
(Recommended by the Selectmen $4,000,00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$3,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) to be deposited in the existmg Non-Capital Reserve Account for
Welfare/General Assistance. (Recommended by the Selectmen $5,000.00) (Recommended by
the Budget Committee $5,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.00) to be deposited in a new Non-Capital Reserve Account to be named "Post
Closure Testing" at the recently capped landfill and appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend.
(Recommended by the Selectmen $10,000.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$10,000.00) (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE #26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($6,500.00) to be deposited in a new Non-Capital Reserve Account for
anticipated cost that the Town may incur in finding a suitable parcel of land for the New Public
Safety Facility Building. These costs may include, but are not limited to, soil sampling,
groundwater quality testing, professional appraisal and possible surveying expenses.
(Recommended by the Selectmen $6,500.00) (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$6,500.00) (Majority vote required).
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ARTICLE #27: To see if the Town will vote to set aside 25% of revenues generated from
ambulance billing to a Capital Reserve Fund titled "Ambulance Replacement Fund".
In general, ambulance billing generates approximately $40,000 - $50,000 annually. We
look to set aside a portion of dollars generated to perpetuate vehicle replacement account.
The balance of dollars returned to the general fund for tax relief.
(This article is not recommended by Board of Selectmen or Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE #28: Are you in favor of amending existing building and safety codes governing
building construction in Gilmanton to the updated issues below:
Amendment: 2000 International Residential Code
2000 International Mechanical Code
2000 International Building Code
2000 Plumbing Code ofNew Hampshire
2002 NFPA 70 National Electrical Code
2002 State ofNew Hampshire Building Code
2000 International Fuel Gas Code
ARTICLE #29: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue a portion of Middle Route which
runs along the northeastern border of property now owned by George J. Jr. & Eleanor Pickov^dcz.
This portion of Middle Route was abandoned when the road was relocated in 1973.
ARTICLE #30: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue a portion of Route 106 which runs
along the eastern border of property now owned by Linda J. White and Jay Kingsbury and Route
106, begirming at the Beknont Town line running southerly for approximately 1200 feet. This
portion of Route 106 was abandoned when the road was relocated in 1957.
ARTICLE #31: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to acquire as well as to sell
real estate as per the provisions ofRSA 41 : 14-c, until rescinded.
ARTICLE #32: To see if the Town will vote to authorize, until rescinded, the Board of
Selectmen to sell by public auction the following lots located in the Sawyer Lake Village
District. These lots will be offered to abutters only to be merged with currently owned lots. If
these lots do not sell, the Selectmen may offer these lots to the general public with restrictions.
Map Lot Subiot Description
Sawyer Lake:
0010 0002 1400 L95ZAshAve
0010 0002 5800 L 7Y Willow Ave
0010 0002 8600 L 69D Spruce Ave
0010 0002 8800 L 79X Spruce Ave
00 1 0003 2700 L 1 12X & 1 1 3X Applewood Ave
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0010 0003 5000 L 152X Berry Ave
0010 0003 5800 LB 3 1 Chestnut Ave
0010 0003 6500 L 173X & 174X Plum Ave
0010 0003 6700 L171X Plum Ave
0010 0003 7200 L 189B & 189C Plum Ave
0011 0002 1900 L7B Birch Ave
0011 0002 2700 L 53C Mallard Ave
0012 0002 3400 L 3K & 4K Sapwood Ave
0012 0002 3800 L 5L & 6L Sapwood Ave
0012 0002 5400 L2N Bark Ave
0012 0003 2500 L 203X Peach Ave
0014 0004 2500 L 45 S Hemlock Dr/34T Fox Dr
0014 0004 5400 L 20 & 21F FoxDr/14V «& 15V Deer Dr
0014 0004 7400 L 21V Deer Dr
0014 0005 4200 L 234X Grape Ave
0014 0005 5600 L 21 IX & 212X Orange Ave
0023 0001 3200 L 68S Hemlock Dr
0023 0001 3400 L 65 S & 66S Hemlock Dr
0023 0001 4400 L 52T-54T Fox Dr
0023 0001 4900 L 59T Fox Dr
0023 0001 8100 L60L&61LDeerDr
0023 0001 8600 L54LDeerDr
0023 0001 8800 L 51L & 52L Deer Dr
0023 0001 9100 L48LDeerDr
0028 0001 1100 L 29V Deer Dr
ARTICLE #33: To see if the Town will vote to authorize, until rescinded, the Board of
Selectmen to sell by public auction the following lots located in the Shellcamp Lake area. These
lots will be offered to abutters only to be merged with currently owned lots. If these lots do not
sell, the Selectmen may offer these lots to the general public with restrictions.
Map Lot Subiot Description
Shellcamp:
0047 0032 0000 L 8 Pocumtuck Way
0047 0034 0000 L 3 Pocumtuck Way
0047 0045 0000 L 7 Penacook Ln
0047 0058 0000 L 14, 16, 18 Montauk Way
0047 0065 0000 L 4 Montauk Way
0048 0043 0000 L 3 Leatherstocking Ln
0048 0044 0000 L 7 Leatherstocking Ln
0048 0056 0000 L 2W Leatherstocking Ln
0048 0087 0000 L 26S Tamarack Tr
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0048 0122 0000 L 12 Flintlock «& 7, 9 & 1 1 Bullhorn Dr.
ARTICLE #34: To see if the Town will vote to authorize, until rescinded, the Board of
Selectmen to sell by public auction the following lots for limited development with Conservation
Deed restrictions:
Map Lot Sublot Description
0008 0004 0000 L Off Province Road
0035 0004 0000 LNHRtMO
ARTICLE #35: To see if the Town will vote to authorize, until rescinded, the Board of
Selectmen to sell by public auction the following lots:
Map Lot Sublot Description
0004 0011 0200 L Durrell Mountain Road
0035 0027 0000 L NH Rt 140
ARTICLE #36: Are you in favor of changing the way the Town of Gilmanton selects it's
Highway Agent from the current practice of annual election; to instead, direct and authorize the
Board of Selectmen to appoint an "Expert Highway Agent" as outlined in New Hampshire State
Law RSA 23 1 :64? (By petition)
ARTICLE #37: To see if the Town of Gilmanton shall reduce the number of elected members
on the budget committee from twelve to six. The number of appointed members remain at four,
the entire committee shall number ten instead of sixteen if this article passes. This article must be
voted on by ballot. The poles must remain open for voting for not less than one hour following
completion of the discussion on the question. (By petition)
ARTICLE #38: To hear the reports of any Committees chosen and pass any votes relative
thereto.
Given under our hands and seal this 13th day of February, in the year of our Lord Two Thousand
Two.
Eric S. Muzzey, Chairman
Nathaniel T. Abbott
Phylis E. Buchanan
A true copy of Warrant Attest:
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3120 LAND USE CHANGE TAXES
3185 TIMBER TAXES
3186 PMT IN LIEU OF TAXES
3 1 90 INTEREST REVENUE
3187 EXCAVATION TAX
3188 EXC.ACTrVTTYTAX
3210 BUSINESS LICENSES & PERMITS
3220 MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES
3230 BUILDING PERMITS
3290 OTHER LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES
3351 SHARED REVENUES
3352 MEALS & ROOMS TAX DIST.
3353 HWY BLOCK GRANT
3356 ST & FED FOREST LAND REIMBURSE
3359 OTHER
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
3501 SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY




FUNCTION 49022 CAPITAL OUTLAY-POLICE:
ADAMSON INDUSTRIES CORP. 653.90
IRWIN MOTORS INC. 27,900.00
LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS, INC 1 26. 1
THE SIGN SHOP 320.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49022 CAPITAL OUTLAY-POLICE:: 29,000.00
FUNCTION 49025 CAPITAL OUTLAY - FIRE
2 WAY COMM. SERVICE, INC. 34,42 1 .70
AMERICAN LAFRANCE MEDICMASTER 1 39,89 1 .00
C & G OFFICE FURNITURE 500.00
DELL MARKETING L.P. 2,127.50
END2END, INC. 1,295.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49025 CAPITAL OUTLAY - FIRE: 178,235.20
FUNCTION 49154 TRANSFERS TO CAPITAL RESERVE:
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 8,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 9,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 49,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 2,500.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 7,500.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 100,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 20,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 5,000.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49154 TRANSFERS TO CAPITAL RESERVE:: 201,000.00
FUNCTION 49155 CAP RES LANDFILL CLOSURE:
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 50,000.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49155 CAP RES LANDFILL CLOSURE:: 50,000.00
TOTALS- MS-5 4915 TRANSFERS TO CAP RES FUNDS:: 251,000.00
FUNCTION 49170 NON-CAPITAL RESERVE:
OUR TOWN ENERGY COOP. 1 99.96
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 1 ,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 2,000.00
CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO. 39.60
PAUL DARBYSHIRE ASSOC. 552.50
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 2,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 15,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 2,500.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 3,000.00
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 5,000.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 49170 NON-CAPITAL RESERVE:: 31,292.06
TOTALS- RESP-CODE 09 : 489,527.26
FUNCTION 41301 BOARD OF SELECTMEN:
NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM 98.45
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NHMA HEALTH INS. TRUST
NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM





















NH LOCAL WELFARE ADMIN ASSOC
NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCL\TION
ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC.













TOTALS- FUNCTION 41309 OTHER EXECUTIVE OFFICE FUNCT:





















































BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,INC 72.00
CAPITOL OFFSET CO, INC. 416.29
LHS ASSOCIATES, INC. 8 1 8.00
PROVINCIAL PALATE INC. 209.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41403 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION:: 2,105.25
FUNCTION 41501 ACCOUNTING & FINANCIAL REPORT:
ALLSTATE IMAGING, INC. 92.40
ASCOM HASLER/GE CAP PROG 673. 12
CAPITAL BUSINESS FORMS CO. INC 172.88
COMPUSENSE, INC 1,206.00
COMPUTER MAGIC A134 35.00
GILMANTON CORNER POSTMASTER 50.00
GILMANTON FIREMAN'S ASSOC. 2.00
LEXIS LAW PUBLISHING 55.50
NE SHIPPING SOLUTIONS 436. 1
5
NH MUNCIPAL MANAGEMENT ASSN 70.00
NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION 1,832.92
NHMA HEALTH INS. TRUST 7,033.50
NORTHERN BUSINESS MACHINES INC 640.00
PITNEY BOWES CREDIT CORP. 1 ,2 1 0.00
PRINT MANAGEMENT GROUP 509.39
PURCHASE POWER 2,430.00
SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 42 1 .56
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 1,183.48
TOWN OF GILMANTON 243 .09
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 2,240.66
VIKING OFFICE PRODUCTS 1 09.46
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41501 ACCOUNTING & FINANCL\L REPORT:: 20,647.11
FUNDTION 41502 AUDITING:
THE MERCIER GROUP 4,400.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41502 AUDITING:: 4,400.00
FUNCTION 41504 TAX COLLECTING:
BELKNAP COUNTY ROD 322.34
BEST BUY 75.98
BETTY ANN ABBOTT 89.06
BJ'S WHOLESALE CLUB 1 79.99
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,INC 1 ,627.00
CERTIFIED COMPUTER SOLUTIONS 62.00




LHS ASSOCIATES, INC. 182.66
NATHANIEL ABBOTT 35.95
NE ASSN. OF CITY & TOWN 20.00
NETCTA 30.00
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NH CITY & TOWN CLERKS' ASSN.
NH TAX COLLECTORS' ASSOCL\TION
NHMA HEALTH INS. TRUST
ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC.




UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
VERIZON
WORLDPATH INTERNET SERVICES















TOTALS- FUNCTION 41505 TREASURY:
107.64
107.64




ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC.
PAMELA A. BARRLAULT
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE









FUNCTION 41509 BUDGETING,PLANNING & ANALYSIS:
SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41509 BUDGETING,PLANNING & ANALYSIS:













TWIN RIVERS OFFICE MACHINES










FUNCTION 41531 LEGAL SERVICES:
BEINVENIDO & ALEXINA AZOTEA
BELKNAP COUNTY ROD







MITCHELL & BATES, PA 29,094.33
NE FORESTRY CONSULTANTS, INC. 1,225.25
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41531 LEGAL SERVICES:: 32,235.20
FUNCTION 41911 PLANNING & DEVELOP CONTROL:
BELKNAP COUNTY ROD 32.50
CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO. 612.55
CONCORD MONITOR 63.05
DICTAPHONE CORP. 30.00
LAKES REGION PLANNING 2,734.50
LYNNE BRUNELLE 249.80
MATTHEW BENDER & CO., INC. 41 .24
NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION 70.00
NH PLANNERS ASSOC. 75.00
OFFICE OF STATE PLANNING 18.00
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 38.82
SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN 33 1.50
TOWN & COUNTRY 1 5 1 .20
TOWN OF GILMANTON 7.02
UNH 95.00
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 1 72.67
WATERVILLE VALLEY RESORT 89.76
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41911 PLANNING & DEVELOP CONTROL:: 4,812.61
FUNCTION 41913 ZONING - BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
BELKNAP COUNTY ROD 6 1 0.42




LAKES REGION PLANNING 76.50
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 5.85
SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN 1 ,057.00
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 3 1 5 .09
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41913 ZONING - BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:: 2,814.76
FUNCTION 41914 HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION:
CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO. 128.70
DICTAPHONE CORP. 30.00
NH PRESERVATION ALLL^NCE 25.00
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 43.10
SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN 1 12.00
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 135.10
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41914 fflSTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION:: 473.90
TOTALS- MS-5 4191 PLANNING & ZONING:: 8,101.27
FUNCTION 41941 TOWN HALL REPAIRS & MAINT:
ANDREW L. DAVIS 1,125.00
BOULIA-GORRELL LUMBER CO. 37. 12
CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO. 1 8.80
DEPT. OF LABOR 25.00
127




LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS, INC 2 1 9.50
MANGO SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC. 988.00
NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 1,758.43
ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC. 16.60
RALPH GOODWIN, JR 260.00
RONALD D. CAPRARIO 1,137.82
SEAMANS SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 43.81
SHERWIN-WILLL\MS CO. 44.90
TERMINIX INTERNATIONAL CO 54.50
TREASURER, STATE OF NH 1 0.00
TRI-STATE FIRE PROTECTION INC 1 5.00
UNION OIL COMPANY 997.56
UNION TELEPHONE CO. 3
1
3 .73
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41941 TOWN HALL REPAIRS & MAINT:: 9^55.77
FUNCTION 41942 ACADEMY REPAIRS & MAINT:
AMTEC F.P.S. INC. 520.00
ANDREW L. DAVIS 1,286.00
APPARELMASTER OF L.R. 544.00
BARRETT ELECTRIC CO., INC. 265.00
BOB'S LOCK & KEY 75.00
BOULLA-GORRELL LUMBER CO. 1 00.42
CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO. 99.00
DEPT. OF LABOR 50.00
GEORGE HALLORAN 1,200.00
GILMANTON COMMUNITY CHURCH 1 .00
GLEN LINES 700.00
HOME DEPOT/GECF 23.82
JAMES GRAY WATER WELLS, INC. 3,000.00
JONATHAN GRAY 40.00
KENT SCOVILL 40.00
KONOPKA FLOOR SANDING 1 6,73 5 .00
LACONIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY, INC 19.60
LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS, INC 219.50
MANGO SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC. 427.00
NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 5,554. 1
6
PINE STATE ELEVATOR COMPANY 1 ,742.64
RALPH GOODWIN, JR 260.00
RICHARD D. DAVIS 962.91
RONALD D. CAPRARIO 5,655.80
SEAMANS SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 249.8
1
TERMINIX INTERNATIONAL CO 54.50
TIM WARREN 26.98
TOWN OF GILMANTON 84.65
TREASURER, STATE OF NH 1 12.00
128
TRI-STATE FIRE PROTECTION INC
UNION OIL C0N4PANY
WHITE RJBBON WATER
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41942 ACADEMY REPAIRS & MAINT:













FUNCTION 41969 OTHER INSURANCE (S):
NHMA PROPERTY-LIABILITY
TOTALS- FUNCTION 41969 OTHER INSURANCE (S):
21,326.00
21,326.00
FUNCTION 44141 ANIMAL CONTROL:
FELIX BARLIK, JR.
CONCORD SPCA




FUNCTION 44150 CONTRIBUTIONS TO AGENCIES:
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
COMMUNITY HEALTH & HOSPICE INC
GILMANTON YOUTH ORGANIZATION
LAKES REGION COMM SERVICES
LAKES REGION FAMILY SERVICE
NEW BEGINNINGS
YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU









FUNCTION 44420 DIRECT ASSISTANCE:
BARBARA MURRAY
EASTERN PROPANE GAS INC
ENERGY NORTH PROPANE, INC
HABIT MANAGEMENT, INC.
JENNIE CRANE
LACONIA AREA COMMUNITY LAND
LANDMARK INN OF THE L.R.
LINDA KNOX
MICHAEL HORNE
NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
OSCO DRUG
RAPE & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
RYMES HEATING OILS, INC.
SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS, INC.
THE CORNER STORE

















FUNCTION 45200 PARKS & RECREATION:
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B&S SEPTIC PUMPING & CONSTR. 200.00
BOULIA-GORRELL LUMBER CO. 4 1 6.02
GREATER WHITE MTN CHAPTER 40.00
JAYSON DECOSTER 225.00
JUDITH WILLIAMS 25.98
LARRY'S SALES & SERVICES 2,4 1 2.00
MICHAEL LAWRENCE PL\RRIS 1 ,950.00
NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 388.98
ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC. 8-10
PAMBARRL\ULT 12.99
RALPH GOODWIN, JR 595.00
THE CORNER STORE 1 54.29
TREASURER, STATE OF NH 20.00
UNION TELEPHONE CO. 3 13.66




GILMANTON IRON WORKS LIBRARY 1 ,000.00
GILMANTON CORNER LIBRARY 1 ,000.00
LOWER GILMANTON LIBRARY 200.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 45500 LIBRARIES:
:
2^00.00
FUNCTION 45831 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES:
MORTON E. YOUNG, III 367.20
TOTALS- FUNCTION 45831 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES:
:
367.20
FUNCTION 45832 4TH OF JULY ASSN:
FOURTH OF JULY ASSOC. 3,000.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 45832 4TH OF JULY ASSN:
:
3,000.00
TOTALS- MS-5 4583 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES:
:
3,367.20
FUNCTION 46112 CONSERVATION COMM:
CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO. 26.40
DAN ADEL 225.00
DAVID W. VINCENT, LLS 6,960.00
FRIENDS OF THE SUNCOOK RIVER 50.00
NANCY STEARNS 12.99
NH ASSOCIATION OF CONSERVATION 289.00
PAUL DARBYSHIRE ASSOC. 6.00
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 34. 1
1
SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN 28.00
UNH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 1 50.00
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 8.35
USDA 336.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 461 1 2 CONSERVATION COMM:
:
8,125.85
FUNCTION 47110 PRINCIPAL-LONG TERM BONDS & :
STATE STREET BANK & TRUST CO 40,000.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 47110 PRINCIPAL-LONG TERM BONDS & NOTES:: 40,000.00
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FUNCTION 47210 INTEREST-LONG TERM BONDS & NOTES:
STATE STREET BANK & TRUST CO
TOTALS- FUNCTION 47210 INTEREST-LONG TERM BONDS & NOTES:













BELKNAP COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPT
BELMONT HARDWARE
BEN'S UNIFORMS
BOB'S LOCK & KEY
BULLSEYE SHOOTING RANGES, INC.
CASWELL & SON CORP.
DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY








HENRY'S DRY CLEANERS, INC.
INFORMATION MGMT. CORP.
IRWIN MOTORS INC.
J & J PRINTING
JTEFFREY SIPES
JOSEPH L. BAUMANN
LAKES REGION GENERAL HOSPITAL
LDR PRODUCTIONS
LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS, INC
MAC DURGIN ASSOCIATES
MATTHEW BENDER & CO., INC.
NAPA AUTO PARTS, INC
NH ASSN OF CHIEFS OF POLICE
NH CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES
NH FIRE PREVENTION SOCIETY
NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM














































ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC. 524.45
OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ELECT, INC. 67.77
PRESIDENTLAL COMPUTERS 303.50
PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOC, INC. 225.00
PUBLIC AGENCY TRAINING COUNCIL 250.00
QUILL CORPORATION 354.54
QUINLAN PUBLISHING GROUP 93.88
RADIO SHACK 10.98
RANDALL TELECOMMUNICATION 1 1 5.00
RILEY'S SPORT SHOP, INC. 219.00
RONALD D. CAPRARIO 654.15
SIRCHIE FINGER PRINT LABS 49.76
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 230.07
TMCE CALIBRATION LAB, INC. 120.00
TREASURER, STATE OF NH 145.50
TRI STATE POLICE & FIRE 625.00
TWIN RIVERS OFFICE MACHINES 164.00





WHITE RIBBON WATER 1 72.25
WILLIAM ROBARGE 361.34
WINNISQUAM PRINTING & COPYING 258.67
WORLDPATH INTERNET SERVICES 49.87
TOTALS- FUNCTION 42100 POLICE:: 63,471.92
FUNCTION 44141 ANIMAL CONTROL:
FELDC BARLIK, JR. 136.30
CONCORD SPCA 150.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 44141 ANIMAL CONTROL:: 286.30
TOTALS- RESP-CODE 20 POLICE CHIEF: 63,758.22
FUNCTION 42200 FIRE:
ABLE SEPTIC SERVICE 1,420.00
AIRGASEAST 1,648.68
ALEC'S SHOES 190.90
ALTON HOME & LUMBER CENTER 217.43
ALTON TRUE VALUE 1 82.49
ANDREW L. DAVIS 181- 14
ANDREW L. DAVIS 5.27
ANTON ENTERPRISES U28 1 .40
AQUALAB 532.00
ARAMSCO - NEW ENGLAND 307.93
ARCH 309.89
ARTS POWER EQUIPMENT 36.35




BERGERON PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 4,910.59
BOUND TREE PARR, LLC
1 ^222^23
CAPITAL WELL COMPANY, INC.
1 ]o35.00
CHIEF SUPPLY ' 34 99
CITIZEN PUBLISHING CO. 14o'9i
CONCORD MONITOR 817.50
CULLIGAN CENTRAL OF NH 7.25
DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCES AND 90.95
DIAMOND SIGN DE SIGN 55O 00
E.J. PRESCOTT, INC. 54 32
EASTERN PROPANE GAS INC 293 .03
EMSAR 468^93
ENGRAVING & AWARDS OF NE, INC. 529.65
EPS, INC. 25.72
FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP. 1 34.66
FIRE TECH & SAFETY 6,44 1 .24
FIREHOUSE MAGAZINE ' 28.97
FOLEY OIL COMPANY 3,109.53
FRONTLINE FIRE & RESCUE EQUIP
1 ,082.09
GILMANTON IW POSTMASTER ' 32.00
GLENN DAVIS 320.48
GRAINERY COUNTRY STORE 10.10
HARTFORD FARMINGTON MARRIOTT 378.56
HAWILL'S LIMITED 127.30
HAWILL'S LIMITED 477.95
HCFA LABORATORY PROGRAM 150.00
HILLCREST MARINE 68.90
HOME DEPOT/GECF 48.68
HYDRA-SHIELD MANUFACTURING INC 35.12
IRON WORKS MARKET 480.04
IRWIN MOTORS INC. 100.71
JAMES BEAUDOIN 90.00
JIM'S AUTO TRIM 100.00
JOSEPH L. BAUMANN 220.09
KUSSMAUL ELECTRONICS CO., INC. 357.65
LACONIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY, INC 328.45
LAKES REGION GENERAL HOSPITAL
1 ,032.90
LAURENT OVERHEAD DOOR INC.
1 ,09 1 .42
LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS, INC 1,186.02
LRGHEALTHCARE ' 72.55
MANGO SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC. 384.00
MATTHEW BENDER & CO., INC. 42.86
MEDIC MASTER 93.63
MEDTRONIC PHYSIO CONTROL CORP. 336.00
MOORE MEDICAL CORP 226.34
MUNCE'S MOTOR OIL 508.34
NAPA AUTO PARTS, INC 1 99.5
1
NEW LONDON HOSPITAL 344.00
NEWS AND SENTINEL INC. 99.00
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NFPA INTERNATIONAL 1,058.95
NH ASSOCIATION OF ' 70.0O
NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 7,257.65
NH FIRE PREVENTION SOCIETY ' 12.OO
NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM 387.00
NHMA HEALTH INS. TRUST 1 8,346.07
NORTHEAST TIRE SERVICE
1 ^674.48
ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC. 492.98
OUR TOWN ENERGY COOP. 199.96
PATS SUPERCLEAN 150.00
PATSY'S AUTO BODY & ALIGNMNT 9I.35
PITTSFIELD AMBULANCE 500.00
POSITIVE PRO 168.95
PROGRESSIVE MEDICAL INTER 1 9.2
1
REED DISTRIBUTORS 937.9I
RICHARD D. DAVIS 317.87
ROBBINS AUTO PARTS, INC. 30.22
SAFETY INC. 243.61
SANEL AUTO PARTS CO.
1 ,560.59
SAY IT IN STITCHES 258.00
SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 210.78
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 480.09
STATE OF NH 40.00
STATE OF NH-MV 6.00
SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN 14.00
TERRY LONGWELL 450.00
TILTON FORD 8,000.00
TREASURER, STATE OF NH 435.00
TRI-STATE FIRE PROTECTION INC 859.00
UNION LEADER CORPORATION 277.45
UNION OIL COMPANY 4, 1 54.60
UNION TELEPHONE CO. U052. 1
1
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 22.30
US CELLULAR 178.75
US FOAM TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 497. 1
VALERI J. PRIVE 80.00
VERIZON 421.88
W.D.PERKINS 1,861.93
WATER INDUSTRIES, INC. 675.75
WHITE RIBBON WATER 623.40
WINNIPESAUKEE TRUCK SERVICE,IN 5,341.04
WORLDPATH INTERNET SERVICES 49.87
XEROX CORPORATION 827.00
ZOLL MEDICAL CORP. 300.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 42200 FIRE:: 98,072.09











CLARK'S GRAIN STORE, INC.
COHEN STEEL SUPPLY, INC.
D.J. SALYER, INC.











LARRY'S SALES & SERVICES
LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS, INC
MAINTENANCE CONNECTION
MANGO SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC.
MAXFIELD'S TRUE VALUE
NH CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES
NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.




ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC.
PUBLIC SERVICE OF NH









TRI-STATE FIRE PROTECTION INC
UNION TELEPHONE CO.















































FUNCTION 43121 ROAD BETTERMENT/BLOCK GRANT:
ALBERT MORSE, III 10,700.00
135
CLAIRMONT ASPHALT PAVING 7,462.50
D.J. GEDDES TRUCKING 7,075 . 80
HIGHWAY STEEL 5,600.00
PAUL PERKINS 3,222.50
PIKE INDUSTRIES, INC. 7, 1 89.89
WOLCOTT CONSTRUCTION INC. 97,426.66
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43121 ROAD BETTERMENT/BLOCK GRANT:: 138,677.35
FUNCTION 43122 CLEANING & MAINT(SUMMER):
ALBERT MORSE, III 2,500.00
D.J. GEDDES TRUCKING 1,653.85
DEL R. GILBERT & SON 415.97
JMN ENTERPRISES, INC. 9,419.57
NHMA HEALTH INS. TRUST 18,140.17
PAUL PERKINS 3,419.25
PIKE INDUSTRIES, INC. 641.25
ROBERT L POTTER & SONS 1 ,460.00
WOLCOTT CONSTRUCTION INC. 15,000.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43122 CLEANING & MAINT(SUMMER):
:
52,650.06
FUNCTION 43123 ASPHALT SEALING:
WOLCOTT CONSTRUCTION INC. 41,139.63
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43123 ASPHALT SEALING:: 41,139.63
FUNCTION 43125 WINTER MAINT-SNOW & ICE:
CLAIRMONT ASPHALT PAVING 42,890.80
D.J. GEDDES TRUCKING 26,520.04
FILLMORE INDUSTRIES, INC. 12,757.67
GRANITE STATE MINERALS, INC. 19,315.15
JMN ENTERPRISES, INC. 10,047.15
NHMA HEALTH INS. TRUST 6,427.63
PAUL PERKINS 20,334.70
PIKE INDUSTRIES, INC. 12,671.37
ROBERT L POTTER & SONS 24,770.00
SOUTHWORTH-MILTON, INC 4,600.00
TOWN OF LOUDON 1 ,800.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43125 WINTER MAINT-SNOW & ICE:: 182,134.51
TOTALS- MS-5 4312 HIGHWAYS AND STREETS:: 414,601.55
TOTALS- RESP-CODE 40 ROAD AGENT: 483,209.26
FUNCTION 43232 HAZARDOUS WASTE DAY:
THE CORNER STORE 31.38
LAKES REGION PLANNING 1 ,464.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43232 HAZARDOUS WASTE DAY:: 1,495.38
FUNCTION 43241 LANDFILL OPERATIONS:
ATLANTIC LEASING CORP. 1,875.00
BELMONT HARDWARE 94. 1
6




DAVE'S PORTABLE TOILETS 897.00
DOUGKAPPLAIN 100.00
EASTERN ANALYTICAL, INC.
1 , 1 97.00





NE RESOURCE RECOVERY ASSOC. 610.30
NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 2,275.36
NORMANDEAU TRUCKING, INC. 2,737.96
ONESTAR LONG DISTANCE, INC. 71 .33
PAUL PERKINS 94.00
R.M. DAIGLE CONSTRUCTION 3,102.00
RALPH GOODWIN, JR 300.00
SCHNEIDER ENTERPRISES 5 1 5 .00
SUNCOOK VALLEY SUN 77.00
TREASURER, STATE OF NH 50.00




WASTE MANAGEMENT OF NH, INC 58,482.91
WILBUR BUCHANAN 30.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43241 LANDFILL OPERATIONS:: 129,359.13
FUNCTION 43251 LANDFILL COVERING & MAINT:
BARRINGTON BALER & EQUIP SALES 7,760.00
BLACK FOREST NURSERY 2,565.60
BOBCAT OF NH 25,405.72




JAMES S PISCOPO 511,153.23
MILLICAN NURSERIES, INC. 1 ,00 1 .00
NELSON, WARD & ASSOC, INC. 66,388.98
R.M. DAIGLE CONSTRUCTION 995.00
VINYL SIGN DESIGN 275.00
TOTALS- FUNCTION 43251 LANDFILL COVERING & MAINT:: 616,062.86
TOTALS- RESP-CODE 50 DUMP - SELECTMEN - RC: 746,917.37
FUNCTION 42400 BUILDING INSPECTION:
ALTON PRINTING COMPANY 48.00
DEPT. OF ADMIN SERVICES 30.00
GARY BOISVERT 37.69
LEE DUGAL 2,061.26
NH FIRE PREVENTION SOCIETY 20.00
NH HEALTH OFFICERS ASSOCL\TION 1 5.00
137
ROY PENDER 315.00
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN 29.37
TREASURER, NHBOA 25.00
TREASURER, STATE OF NH 12.75




















































































































ROLAND M PRIVE, JR
DOUGLAS E RAPSIS
NANCY B RENDALL
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COMPENSATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Actual Proposed Avg 2001 Hrly 2002 Hrly Percent
Employee Position Grade & Grade & Wkly Wkly/Mthly Wkly/Mthly Change
Name Step 2001 Step 2002 Hrs Rate Rate (Rate)
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2002 DATES TO REMEMBER
January 1 Fiscal year begins
January 23 First day for Candidates to file for Town elected
positions
February 1 Last day for Candidates to file for Town elected
positions
March 12 Annual Town and School Elections
March 16 Annual Town Meeting
March 23 Annual School District Meeting
April 1 All property, both real and personal, assessed to
owner this date
March 31 Last day to file for Veteran's Exemption to
qualify for 200 1 tax year
August 1 Last day for qualified persons over 65 to apply for
the Elderly Exemption to qualify for 2002 tax
year
March 1 Last day to apply for abatements for the 2001 tax
year
April 15 Last day for taxpayers to apply for Current Land
Use Assessment RSA 79-A:5, II
April 15 Last day for every owner including
municipalities, not using the wood for its own
use, to file Report of all Timber Cut RSA 79: 11
July 1 First half of semi-annual tax billing commences
to accrue interest at 1 2 percent
December 1 Second half of semi-annual tax billing
commences to accrue interest at 12 percent







Board of Selectmen: T' & 3"^ Mondays at 6:00 p.m. or as posted
Please call to be placed on agenda
Planning Board: 2"'' Thursday of each month - 7:30 p.m.
Zoning Board of Adjustment: 3"^ Thursday of the month - 7:00 p.m.
Historic District Commission: 1" Tuesday of the month - 7:30 p.m.
Conservation Commission: 2""^ Monday of the month - 7:00 p.m.
Land Trust: Meets monthly - Contact Committee member
2002 TOWN HOLIDAYS
New Year's Day - Tuesday, January 1st
Martin Luther King Day - Monday, January 21st
President's Day - Monday, February 18th
Memorial Day - Monday, May 27th
Independence Day - Thursday, July 4th
Labor Day - Monday, September 2nd
Columbus Day - Monday, October 14th
Veteran's Day - Monday, November 11th
Thanksgiving Day - Thursday, November 28th
Day After Thanksgiving - Friday, November 29th
Christmas Day - Wednesday, December 25th
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
GILMANTON TOWN DEPARTMENTS
Building Inspector & Health Officer
Elementary School
Fire Department - Corners - Business Phone
Fire Department - Iron Works - Business Phone
FIRE - EMERGENCY
Highway Garage
Parks & Recreation (seasonal)
Planning Board
Police Department - Business Phone



















GOVERNMENT - BUSINESS HOURS
Selectmen's Office
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
Closed Tuesday
9:00 AM - 4:30 PM










7:00 - 8:30 PM
9:00- 4:00 PM
9:00 - 12:00 PM
7:00 AM - 6
7:00 AM - 1





Gilmanton Iron Works open May through October
Tuesday 9:30 AM - 12:00 PM
10:00 AM -11:00 AM
Tuesdays Story Hour
Wednesday 4:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Saturday 9:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Corner Library open May to mid October
Sunday Open by Appointment Only - Call 267-8747
Monday 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Tuesday 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Thursday 1 :00 PM - 3:00 PM
Thursday evening 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM


